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How important are social relationships for contribution to collective action? 

Existing work on contribution to collective action and participation in social 

movements has shifted its focus from individual characteristics to social structure as 

the key to predicting participation, but much of the work on social structure focuses on 

dyadic interactions as predictors of initial contribution. Building on recent research on 

patterns of group joining behavior, both online and in academic research settings, this 

study explores the extent to which attributes of dyadic and local network structure 

predict continued participation. 

The research presented here uses data from Wikipedia, the online 

encyclopedia, and Wallop, a social networking and personal publishing service, to 

explore four key questions. First, how do dyadic relationships affect rates of continued 

participation? Second, what is the relationship between local network structure, such 

as triadic closure, and subsequent contribution? Third, if triadic closure has an effect, 

is it the result of structural differences in the network, or is triadic closure encoding 

dyadic tie strength? Finally, are social network attributes predictive of contribution in 

task-oriented groups, or are they more important for socially oriented groups?  

The results of this study highlight the importance of social relationships with 

other contributors as predictors of participation in voluntary associations. The 



importance of local network structure, which does not appear to be an artifact of tie 

strength, suggests a possible social affirmation effect where individuals are motivated 

to contribute by relationships embedded within a social group of other active 

participants. Furthermore, while social interaction is predictive of increased 

participation in both socially oriented and task-oriented systems, strong social 

relationships are negatively correlated with contribution in task-oriented settings. This 

suggests competing effects, where social relationships with other contributors serve as 

an important attraction even as they distract the contributor from the task at hand. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

INTRODUCTION  

Overview 

How social are social movements? How important are social relationships for 

contribution to collective action? Although these questions have been considered in 

the literature, current research on social networks and participation in voluntary 

associations focuses mainly on the importance of dyadic ties for mobilization. 

Furthermore, little empirical analysis has been done on the importance of local 

network structure and contribution to public goods.  

This research extends the existing literature on social networks and collective 

action by providing empirical analysis of the relationship between social network 

structure and continued participation, rather than focusing strictly on initial 

contributions. It also examines the importance of elements of local network structure, 

such as triadic closure, as predictors of participation. This represents a logical 

continuation of the current direction of research on both social movement mobilization 

and contribution to collective action. Both of these research areas have progressed 

towards social structural explanations, but the social network analysis employed in 

existing studies typically focuses on either dyadic interaction or global network 

characteristics. By focusing on the local structure surrounding an actor this research 

seeks to gain additional insight into the connection between social relationships and 

participation in voluntary associations. 

Using social ties to predict participation in a social movement is a relatively 

recent phenomenon in empirical social movement research, which has moved from 

individual and task oriented explanations to social structural explanations for 

mobilization. Early work (Cantril, 1941; Toch, 1965) focuses on personal 
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characteristics and task affinity, and takes more of a psychological approach to 

understanding movement participation. Later work (see Snow et al. (1980) for 

examples) argues that the relationship between the individual and recruiters or 

recruiting organizations is critical, as participants must be exposed to a movement 

before they can join it. Finally, starting with Snow et al. (1980)’s work on 

mobilization and continuing with McAdam (1986)’s study of the Mississippi Freedom 

Summer, social movement researchers have focused on the importance of dyadic 

relationships between participants and non-participants, showing that social ties to 

participants are key predictors of eventual mobilization in high-risk activism. 

Collective action research has followed a similar trajectory, starting with Olson 

(1965)’s work on the value of the outcome to the individual relative to the cost of 

contribution and progressing through models incorporating global network 

characteristics (Gould, 1993; Oliver et al., 1988) to models of dyadic relationships and 

sanctioning (Macy, 1991). Recent models of collective action (Centola & Macy, 

2007), along with empirical analysis of group joining behavior (Backstrom et al., 

2006), focus on modeling contribution as a form of contagion that spreads across 

dyadic ties and multiplex interactions. These models suggest that the importance of 

social ties is more complex than the dyadic influence model currently favored by 

social movement researchers. Indeed, the power of strong ties as a predictor of 

participation might actually be an artifact of local network structure, although it is also 

possible that local network structure is encoding some of the importance of tie 

strength. 

Distinguishing between the effects of tie strength and elements of local 

network structure, such as triadic closure, is one challenge facing researchers in social 

movements and collective action today. One of the few empirical studies of local 

network structure and participation focuses on group formation in two settings, the 
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online social network LiveJournal and academic research circles (Backstrom et al., 

2006). The LiveJournal analysis finds a positive correlation between the number of a 

user’s friends in a group and the user’s probability of joining the group at a later time. 

More importantly, the better connected those friends are to each other, the higher the 

probability that the user will join, even when holding the number of friends already in 

the group constant. The analysis of academic citation networks shows similar trends, 

with dense local structures of co-authorship predicting subsequent publication in a 

new conference. This suggests that increasing amounts of triadic closure amongst 

participants is a positive predictor of an individual’s likelihood to join a given group. 

A second challenge is extending existing work on mobilization to continued 

participation. Social movement research focuses on mobilization, and theories of 

collective action focus on the initial contribution to a public good. Even diffusion 

research focuses on adoption of an innovation without considering the long-term 

utility of that innovation for adopters (Strang & Macy, 2001). Yet current models of 

mobilization can be extended to explain future participation of current contributors. 

McAdam (1986) highlights the fuzziness of the boundaries of a social movement and 

proposes instead that researchers focus on participation in a particular event. Indeed, 

the event he chose to study represents an intensification of participation in a larger 

movement, as the vast majority of participants in the Mississippi Summer program 

were already active in the Civil Rights movement. Similarly, Gould (1991)’s work on 

the Paris Commune practically equates mobilization and continued participation. It 

therefore follows that research on mobilization can be readily extended to explain 

continued participation and changes in participation in social movements or collective 

action. 

The research presented here seeks to address these challenges by corroborating 

and extending the findings of the Backstrom et al. (2006). Using data from two online 
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systems, this study explores the relative importance of dyadic tie strength and local 

network structure on continued participation. The first system, Wikipedia, is an online 

encyclopedia produced by contributions from millions of anonymous or semi-

anonymous editors. The second, Wallop, is a small social networking and blogging 

service released by Microsoft Research in 2004. Both of these data sets include 

detailed social network data and transaction logs recording all contributions to each 

system.  

This research examines several related questions. How do social relationships 

affect rate of contribution and continued participation? What is the relationship 

between local structure – particularly triadic closure – and contribution to the system? 

Is triadic closure important in its own right, or is it simply encoding tie strength? Since 

Wikipedia and Wallop are quite different this research also explores how the impact of 

these local network measures differs in different contexts. These effects are compared 

across a task oriented and socially oriented system – Wikipedia is oriented towards 

producing an encyclopedia, while Wallop is a social space designed to allow people to 

interact with one another without a clearly defined mission or group-level goal. 

Although exploratory in nature, this last question represents an extension of McAdam 

(1986)’s work comparing high-risk to low-risk activism. There is some evidence that 

social ties remain important in cases where contribution is lower risk and lower cost 

(Brown & Brown, 2003). Will the effect vary depending on the inherent level of task 

orientation present in the movement or voluntary association? 

The questions above are explored in detail over the course of the next five 

chapters. Chapter 2 discusses the opportunities and challenges of using online data for 

social science research. It highlights the value of using online data for this particular 

line of research, and sets expectations for the scope of the findings presented here. 

Chapters 3 and 4 present the research methods and results from analysis of Wikipedia 
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and Wallop, respectively, while chapter 5 discusses the results and presents 

opportunities for additional research. The remainder of this chapter draws on literature 

from social movements, collective action, and diffusion to provide the motivation and 

expected findings for each of the questions discussed above. Due to the exploratory 

nature of this research formal hypothesis testing is not present. However, there are 

clear predictions from the literature and these will be examined in the relevant portions 

of the analysis.  

Social Ties as a Predictor of Continued Participation 

Existing research on social relationships and social movement mobilization 

suggests that an increase in social ties to active movement participants should predict 

an increase in subsequent participation. In one of the earliest pieces to explore the 

impact of social ties on mobilization, Snow et al. (1980) find a positive relationship 

between mobilization and the individual’s structural position relative to the center of 

the movement organization. Pre-existing connections with participants who are 

actively recruiting for the organization are particularly important predictors of 

eventual participation. 

In his analysis of the Mississippi Freedom Summer project, McAdam (1986) 

extends Snow et al. (1980)’s work by focusing on the importance of social 

relationships with other participants in a high-risk activism event, where the cost and 

inherent risk of contribution is high. His findings show that individuals with strong 

personal connections to other participants are more likely to join a high-risk social 

movement activity, while those with strong personal connections to non-participants 

are less likely to join. This, combined with the fact that weak ties do not have any 

clear effect on participation, suggests that strong social connections are a key factor in 

an individual’s decision of whether or not to participate in high-risk activism, while 
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weaker connection to participants are not relevant even if those participants are 

actively recruiting. 

Subsequent work provides further evidence for this effect. McAdam and 

Paulsen (1993)’s follow-up analysis of the Freedom Summer project highlights the 

importance of strong ties and pre-existing interpersonal relationships in an individual’s 

decision to participate in high-risk activism. Dixon and Roscigno (2003) find a similar 

effect on participation in work stoppages and strikes, while Brown and Brown (2003) 

extend these findings to settings where the risks associated with participation are more 

moderate.  

Studies of mobilization in the face of repression tell a similar story. During the 

revolution of 1989 participants would only get involved in an uprising against the 

repressive East German regime if they had the proper incentives. These incentives 

were embedded in personal relationships, and as a result social ties to other 

participants were an important part of an individual’s decision to participate (Opp & 

Gern, 1993). More generally, the likelihood of individual mobilization in the face of 

repression is higher if the individual has connections to a social group that favors 

protest (Opp & Roehl, 1990).  

While these results suggest that social relationships should be key predictors of 

participation in social movement activities, social groups alone are not sufficient for 

mobilization. In the Paris Commune of 1871 the pre-existing social structures of the 

neighborhoods underlying the organization of the Paris National Guard were critical to 

participation in the rebellion, but without the formal organizational structure of the 

National Guard organization no uprising would have occurred (Gould, 1991). The 

same could be said for many mobilization events – without organizational networks 

the social networks would be unlikely to operate. 
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Most work on social ties and mobilization focuses on an individual’s initial 

decision to participate in a given social movement activity, assuming that once an 

individual is part of a movement subsequent contribution is a foregone conclusion. 

Early theoretical models of network structure and contribution to collective action 

make similar assumptions (Oliver et al., 1988), but these assumptions may not be 

valid. Gould (1991)’s research shows that if social and organizational ties to a 

movement degrade, a participant will eventually cease contributing to the collective 

action. This suggests that as social relationships change, so too will an individual’s 

level of participation. 

While suggestive, Gould’s findings are hardly conclusive. Despite assertions 

that his analysis extends from the initial point of mobilization through some period of 

sustained participation, the distinction in the case of the Paris Commune is not clear. 

Indeed, Gould’s definition of continued participation is effectively mobilization at the 

final call to arms, and it is reasonable to claim that his measure of continued 

participation is actually a measure of the true point of mobilization for the Paris 

Commune. On the other hand, one could argue that McAdam (1986)’s dependent 

variable actually measures continuation and intensification of participation in the 

Freedom Summer project, as he defines the mobilization point as the stage at which 

participants traveled to Mississippi, not the point at which they first begin attending 

meetings or sign up as interested participants.  

While these indistinct boundaries between mobilization and continued 

participation highlight McAdam’s point that mobilization is a fuzzy concept, the 

results of the two studies are still instructive in our understanding of how social ties 

affect continued participation. Although McAdam did not consider network dynamics 

in his analysis, he does find that ties to other participants within the Mississippi 

Summer organization are critically important to participation. This is consistent with 
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Gould’s findings around mobilization in the Paris Commune. Based on these findings, 

and the general body of research that exists around initial mobilization, it is reasonable 

to expect a relationship between social ties to other participants and an individual’s 

likelihood of participating. More specifically, as an individual establishes social 

connections with active participants, that individual will tend to increase her own 

activity in the collective action. Conversely, if an individual develops social ties to 

fringe members of the organization, or if her friends should reduce their involvement, 

then she will tend to contribute less or even stop participating altogether. 

The Importance of Local Network Structure 

Relatively little of the empirical work on mobilization considers the structure 

of the social networks surrounding the recruits, relying instead on raw counts of the 

numbers of ties an individual has to others within the organization. Two notable 

exceptions are Fernandez and McAdam (1988) and Gould (1991). Fernandez and 

McAdam re-visit the Freedom Summer data and consider network centrality measures 

as part of their model. They discover an interaction between centrality and recruitment 

context, where centrality is more important in contexts where existing organizational 

structures are lacking. Gould examines the structure of relationships between both the 

neighborhoods and the organizational units in which the mobilized members of the 

Paris Commune were embedded. His results are striking, and highlight the importance 

of considering the social and organizational context in which individuals are 

operating. Although these approaches make excellent use of the available data, they 

ignore the potential impact of structural factors that can only be observed within the 

structure of the network immediately surrounding the focal actor.  

Research on diffusion suggests that this local network structure can be a more 

important predictor of individual behavior than dyadic relationships. In their classic 
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analysis of the diffusion of a medical innovation, Coleman et al. (1957) attribute the 

spread of the innovation to contagion and interpersonal influence, but later analysis of 

the same data (Burt, 1987; Strang & Tuma, 1993) suggests that the mechanism for the 

spread of the innovation through the network was some combination of structural 

equivalence and social cohesion. While these later findings highlight the importance 

of an individual’s position in a social network, their reliance on structural equivalence 

may be too restrictive. Other elements of local network structure might be important, 

and could exert similar influence over individual behavior even though two actors 

occupy structurally different positions in the network.  

Triadic closure in the local network could be sufficient to promote adoption, as 

it produces the social reinforcement necessary to encourage an otherwise reluctant 

actor to adopt (Centola & Macy, 2007). Although earlier research shows how densely 

interconnected local network structures can serve as important mechanisms for social 

control and norm enforcement (Coleman, 1988), only a handful of studies (Backstrom 

et al., 2006; Centola & Macy, 2007) directly assess how local network density and 

triadic closure are related to participation in a voluntary association. Indeed, much of 

the recent work (Lai & Wong, 2002; Leskovec et al., 2007; Valente, 1996; Watts, 

2002; Watts, 1999; Watts, 2004; Watts & Strogatz, 1998) on network structure and 

adoption or participation focuses on the small world effect, or how connectivity 

between clusters facilitates diffusion, rather than on the importance of local network 

clustering for participation. Although the social movement literature is mostly silent 

on this topic, by drawing on theoretical models of diffusion and collective action it is 

possible to make predictions about the impact of triadic closure on contribution to a 

collective action. 
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Networks and Collective Action 

Although most models of collective action do not directly assess triadic closure 

or other such measures, they do suggest that local network structure is important to the 

success of a public good. Collective action research has progressed from work 

focusing on atomic rational actors to interdependent collections of individuals. More 

recent models focus more closely on local network structure, and suggest a particular 

path towards gaining a theoretical understanding of how triadic closure might 

influence contribution. 

In one of the earliest pieces of research to consider interdependent actors, 

Oliver et al. (1985) propose a model in which an individual’s calculation of the costs 

and benefits of contributing changes as others contribute to the public good. By 

considering differences in resource allocation and heterogeneous interest in producing 

the collective good, the model highlighted conditions under which contribution was 

the rational decision. Later studies (see Oliver and Marwell (2001), Oliver (1993) for 

examples) consider additional structural factors, such as group size (Oliver & 

Marwell, 1988) and the structure of social (Oliver et al., 1988; Oliver & Myers, 2003) 

and mass media (Myers, 2000) networks. 

Social network models of collective action primarily focus on dyadic influence 

and global structural factors such as network density and the distribution of social ties 

(Gould, 1993; Kim & Bearman, 1997; Macy, 1991; Oliver et al., 1988). The earliest of 

these studies suggests that mobilization is more likely to occur if organizers are 

centrally located, and denser networks are more likely to mobilize (Oliver et al., 

1988). A learning model of collective action that does not include the concept of a 

core set of organizers (Macy, 1991) produces the opposite result, finding that high 

levels of density result in uncooperative cliques that inhibit the chain reactions of 

cooperation necessary to achieve a critical mass. Gould (1993)’s findings suggest 
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some interdependence between density and centrality, while Kim and Bearman (1997) 

show that the effect of density on mobilization is dependent on both centrality and 

resource allocation. 

While these studies all highlight the potential importance of network structure 

as a means of disseminating information about the mobilization effort, most of them 

do not directly address the role that local structure might play in an individual’s 

decision to contribute to collective action. One notable exception is Macy (1991)’s 

stochastic learning model, which considers the relative importance of short and long 

ties, where long ties connect otherwise socially distant actors and short ties connect 

actors who are part of the same densely interconnected local cluster. This model 

suggests that long ties connecting individuals from distinct clusters can promote 

cascades of contribution, but despite an examination of relative density Macy stops 

just short of directly assessing the importance of structure within the local 

neighborhoods of the contributors. Chwe (1999) also presents a model that highlights 

the importance of connections within an individual’s local neighborhood as predictors 

of contribution, but his model is both constrained by an assumption that individuals 

act in concert and by his conflation of local structure with tie strength. Although it is 

important as an indicator that local structure matters in assessing mobilization, Chwe’s 

threshold model is difficult to extend. On the other hand, Macy’s work is an example 

of a more general class of social cascade models that can be readily extended to 

generate predictions about the impact of local structure on contribution to collective 

action. 

Cascade Models 

Cascade models capture the spread of some object through a network of 

agents. The simplest variations, which are based on models of infectious disease 
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(Anderson & May, 1992; Newman, 2002), posit some probability that an infection will 

be transmitted from one individual to the next if those individuals are connected in the 

network. Variations on simple contagion models are frequently used to model the 

diffusion of information (Adar & Adamic, 2005; Leskovec et al., 2007) and 

participation in riots and social movements (Feinberg & Johnson, 1988; Johnson & 

Feinberg, 1977). Theoretical models of social cascades (Centola & Macy, 2007; 

Watts, 2002) show that network structure is an important factor in the probability of a 

large cascade, and that under certain conditions increasing triadic closure may allow 

cascades to happen where they would otherwise be impossible. 

The rate at which a contagion will spread is dependent on both the 

infectiousness of the contagion and the structure of the underlying network. A piece of 

information will spread rapidly through a densely connected social group just as 

influenza will spread rapidly through a densely populated neighborhood. In such 

cases, the local density is the critical factor in the rapid spread of the contagion. A 

rapid global cascade, where the entire network becomes infected within a short period 

of time, will obviously happen if the network is densely connected.  

Such cascades can also happen even on sparse networks with densely clustered 

local neighborhoods. In such cases, the infection spreads along bridges that connect 

otherwise disconnected clusters. Once the infection spreads to a new cluster, the 

densely connected local neighborhood rapidly transmits it to the other members of the 

neighborhood. This local infectiousness is important at the neighborhood level, but at 

a global level the bridge ties are the critical factor in rapidly disseminating the 

contagion through the network (Centola & Macy, 2007; Watts, 2002). 

This echoes Granovetter (1973)’s insight on the strength of weak ties as 

conduits of information. Strong ties tend to connect individuals to those who are close 

and connected to others in the same dense cluster of relationships, while weak ties 
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tend to connect individuals to those who are distant and likely belong to a separate 

cluster. Of course, the real strength of weak ties is their range – they connect 

individuals who would otherwise be connected by far longer paths (Centola & Macy, 

2007). These bridges provide shortcuts from one cluster to another distant set of 

nodes, allowing a contagion or a piece of information to spread from one part of the 

graph to the other.  

The importance of long ties also extends to situations where the costs of 

participation or resistance to an infection are unevenly distributed. Such cases can 

often be captured with a threshold model (Granovetter, 1978), which assumes that 

individuals all have some threshold for participation related to the behavior of others 

in the network. For example, if an individual is choosing whether or not to contribute 

to a public good, she might base that decision on how many others are contributing. 

Some threshold models assume that this threshold is based on global participation, and 

individuals make decisions with perfect information about the activity of others in the 

network (Granovetter, 1978). Others assume that individuals base their activity on the 

behaviors of those around them (Chwe, 1999; Macy, 1991; Watts, 2002). 

Regardless of the assumptions about how individuals make their decision, 

threshold models also produce global cascades that spread across bridge ties 

connecting otherwise disjoint clusters (Macy, 1991; Watts, 2002; Watts, 1999). 

However, the probability of a global cascade is related to the structure of the network 

and the distribution of thresholds amongst the nodes. Cascades are less likely in cases 

where the degree distributions are skewed, but they are more likely in networks with 

more heterogeneous thresholds. The latter effect is partly due to the higher probability 

that a low-threshold actor will encounter the contagion and spread it to a new cluster 

of otherwise unexposed individuals (Watts, 2002).  
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While these threshold models suggest that local structure – and particularly the 

range of an individual’s ties and the connectedness of his local neighborhood – is 

important for the spread of a contagion, they do not account for activities that require 

social support or reinforcement. Activities that carry a high cost, such as the high-risk 

forms of activism studied by McAdam (1986) may require a larger social support 

structure before an individual will agree to participate. In these situations hearing 

about the activity from a single source may not be sufficient to convince an individual 

to participate. Most threshold models are unable to capture this case, as they assume 

from the beginning that a certain proportion of the network will agree to participate 

after just a single exposure. Indeed, it is these vulnerable nodes that allow global 

cascades to occur in networks populated with relatively high threshold actors. 

Centola and Macy (2007) address this gap in the literature with a model of 

complex contagions, or contagions requiring multiple sources of exposure to a new 

activity before the focal actor will agree to participate. In this model, the contagion 

cannot be transmitted between two clusters connected by a single link. The long 

bridge tie, which is so powerful for transmitting information, becomes the weak link in 

the chain and prevents the contagion from leaving its source cluster. In order for the 

cascade to occur, wide bridges between clusters must exist. These wide bridges, which 

occur when nodes in a new cluster are connected to multiple members of other 

clusters, allow the contagion to spread through the entire network.  

These results suggest that different local structures facilitate the spread of 

different types of contagion. Simple contagions with low thresholds spread most 

effectively on networks with many single bridges connecting otherwise disparate 

clusters, while complex contagions with high thresholds will only spread if there is 

some degree of triadic closure within and between local clusters. Therefore, in cases 

where the contagion itself requires a certain degree of social support or social 
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reinforcement, increased levels of triadic closure should generally facilitate 

participation. 

Empirical analysis highlights the importance of triadic closure as a predictor of 

an individual’s decision to participate in a collective action. In particular, a study of 

group joining behavior (Backstrom et al., 2006) shows that dyadic ties to group 

members and triadic closure in an individual’s local network are both correlated with 

the individual’s likelihood of joining the group, a finding that supports Centola and 

Macy (2007)’s core insight. In this study, Backstrom et al. (2006) analyze data from 

two distinct settings, the online community LiveJournal and the DBLP database of 

academic publications.  

Backstrom et al. (2006) make use of the fact that both of these data sets have 

include detailed information about an underlying social network and a set of groups 

available for members of the social network to join. In the LiveJournal data, the 

network is defined as users and explicit connections formed when one user designates 

other members of LiveJournal as friends. In the DBLP data nodes in the network 

represent authors and edges represent co-authorship of a conference paper. The groups 

in LiveJournal are specific entities which exist within the service, usually organized 

around topics of interest. Users may join one or more groups in order to interact with 

other users, and doing so requires an explicit action on the part of the user. In the co-

authorship network the groups are conferences, and joining a group is defined as 

publishing a paper at that conference for the first time. For the sake of simplicity, 

Backstrom et al. (2006) refer to co-authors as friends and conferences as groups in 

order to unify the terminology across the two data sets. This convention is also used 

here.  

Backstrom et al. (2006) divide the social network and group joining data 

derived from LiveJournal and the DBLP into two time periods. They use data on 
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group membership and social relationships from the first time period to predict the 

likelihood of an individual joining a group in the second time period. The strongest 

predictors in the model relate to the number of friends who joined the group prior to 

the individual in question. The more friends a user has in a given group at time one the 

more likely the user is to join at time two, although the impact of each incremental 

friend diminishes after the first few friends have joined the group in question. 

Furthermore, when the number of friends in the group is held constant, an increase in 

connections between friends who are members of a given group make a user more 

likely to join that group. This suggests that some kind of social reinforcement is 

affecting an individual’s decision to join a group, either due to some increase in trust 

or social coordination. 

Triadic Closure, Tie Strength and Individual Participation 

The LiveJournal study suggests that triadic closure is an important factor, but 

there is still the possibility that the underlying mechanism is tie strength rather than 

local structure. In the theoretical literature closed triads are cited as an indicator of 

strong dyadic relationships (Granovetter, 1973), a property often used in models to 

either generate different local network structures (Chwe, 1999; Skvoretz & Fararo, 

1996) or to allow researchers to use structural overlap as a measure of tie strength. 

Indeed, McAdam (1986) used triadic closure as his sole measure for tie strength in his 

analysis of the Freedom Summer project. While it is entirely possible that McAdam’s 

key finding – that strong ties are predictive of participation – indicates that triadic 

closure is predictive of participation, it is equally likely that the LiveJournal study is 

encoding increased influence across one or more strong ties as an effect of triadic 

closure.  
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One existing study (Eagle et al., 2010) has examined the impact of triadic 

closure with controls for tie strength. By analyzing the adoption of a new telephone 

service among existing British Telecom subscribers, Eagle et al. (2010) are able to 

replicate Backstrom et al. (2006)’s LiveJournal study. They find a similar relationship 

between triadic closure and adoption, and triadic closure remains important even after 

controls for dyadic tie strength are included in the model. Although triadic closure and 

tie strength are correlated, the persistent importance of local structure in the model 

suggests that it is an important predictor of adoption in its own right. 

The theoretical and empirical research discussed here highlights the 

importance of local structure as a predictor of individual behavior. A higher rate of 

triadic closure between prior participants is correlated with an increased probability of 

an individual joining a group (Backstrom et al., 2006) or adopting a new technology 

(Eagle et al., 2010). Although existing research focuses on triadic closure and initial 

adoption or participation, theoretical and empirical work shows closed triads exert 

more influence than open triads (Bott, 1957; Coleman, 1988) even in persistent 

interactions. Therefore, as a predictor of continued contribution, triadic closure 

amongst more active alters should correlate with an increase in participation, while 

triadic closure amongst less active alters should be predictive of a decline in 

participation. Furthermore, while tie strength may eliminate some of the effect of 

triadic closure, prior empirical research (Eagle et al., 2010) suggests that triadic 

closure will remain important even after controlling for dyadic tie strength. 

Empirical Analysis of Task Oriented and Socially Oriented Environments 

The research presented here examines the relationship between social ties and 

local network structure on participation in two different online environments. The 

first, Wikipedia, is a system where anybody can edit any page on the site, and the goal 
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of the community is to produce a free online encyclopedia. The second, Wallop, is a 

social networking and blogging system with no explicit goal. Wikipedia is clearly task 

oriented, with a highly specific goal and no formal mechanism for social interaction. 

By contrast, Wallop has no specific goal and is socially oriented with an explicit 

framework for establishing social connections. Indeed, the primary purpose of Wallop 

is to share content and interact with other users. 

These systems were chosen for this study because they both provide excellent 

transactional network data. The data sets used here include a complete record of all 

interactions between users of each system. These interactions span a period of ten 

months in the Wallop data and over three years in the Wikipedia data, and each 

interaction is time-stamped. This detailed network data makes it possible to measure 

changes in tie strength and local network structure over time, a task that is exceedingly 

difficult – if not impossible – with traditional social network data collection methods 

(Marsden, 1990; Marsden & Campbell, 1984). 

In addition to the detailed social network data provided by these two systems, 

the fact that one is task oriented while the other is socially oriented provides an 

interesting area for exploration. McAdam (1986) claims that social ties are most 

important as predictors of participation in high-risk social activism, and the effects 

will likely be weaker in low-risk or low-cost settings. As a result, his analysis and 

most of the studies that follow primarily focus on high-risk activism settings (Dixon & 

Roscigno, 2003; Fernandez & McAdam, 1988; Gould, 1991; McAdam & Paulsen, 

1993; Opp & Gern, 1993; Opp & Roehl, 1990). One of the few studies of social ties 

and activism in low-risk settings finds social ties are an important predictor of 

participation in social movement activities organized through churches (Brown & 

Brown, 2003), which tend to be socially oriented organizations where members seek 

social support from other members of the church (Becker, 1999) and as such provide a 
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different mobilization environment from the high-risk activism cases explored by 

other researchers. 

This suggests that in cases of low-risk or low-cost activism social connections 

will still be important if social relationships are a key feature of the group sponsoring 

the activity. However, in low or medium risk cases social ties may not have an impact 

on participation in a group with a strong task orientation and little to no natural 

emphasis on the importance of social interaction. Since both of the systems studied 

here feature low risk and low cost contributions, it is possible to examine the relative 

importance of social relationships outside of the high-risk activism case. Will these 

social ties be an important predictor of participation? Will they be more important in a 

setting with a strong social component and no clearly defined good? Intangible goods, 

such as the social support group that emerges from interaction in an online social 

network like Wallop, may require a stronger social pull as there is no tangible or 

permanent outcome. Wikipedia, on the other hand, should have less need for social 

ties to draw in contributors as it is low cost, low risk, and produces a final outcome of 

value. 

Although Wallop and Wikipedia provide an excellent opportunity to assess the 

impact of tie strength and local network structure on continued participation in 

socially oriented and task-oriented systems, there are several critical limitations 

imposed by the nature of the data itself. First and foremost, there is no reliable 

demographic data available on the users of these systems. Secondly, while the 

transactional network data on interaction within each system is as close to flawless as 

a social network researcher could hope to get, it does not include any interaction that 

takes place outside of the system. For example, if two Wikipedia users communicate 

via email, instant messenger, or face-to-face interaction none of that information is 

captured in the data used for this research. Finally, this research does not include any 
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form of content analysis or other qualitative approaches that might provide some 

additional richness and enhance our understanding of the statistical analysis provided 

here. 

Although these limitations are significant, the value of these data are the richly 

detailed history of interaction provided in each of the two systems. These are large 

networks of hundreds of thousands or millions of users, and the full history of 

interaction across the entire network is available for both systems. This provides a 

tremendous opportunity for research, and makes it possible to empirically test theories 

that were previously impossible to assess due to the difficulties associated with 

collecting richly detailed network data. Provided the researchers are careful to keep 

the limitations of the data in mind when conducting the analysis and interpreting the 

results, these data sets allow social scientists to make progress on questions that have 

previously been out of reach. 

The next chapter addresses the opportunities and challenges of research on 

Web data in more detail, beginning with a general discussion of areas where social 

scientists can derive the greatest benefit from these data sets. It will then address some 

of the common limitations and considerations that social scientists must keep in mind 

when using online data before moving into a discussion of the specific strengths and 

weaknesses of the data for this analysis. Chapter Two concludes with a brief 

discussion of the approaches taken to mitigate the limitations of the data used in this 

analysis, and the subsequent chapters provide the detailed methods used on and results 

derived from both the Wallop and Wikipedia data sets. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

OPPORTUNITES AND CHALLENGES OF USING ONLINE DATA 

Online Data and Sociological Research 

An increasing amount of social interaction is taking place online through 

computers and Internet-enabled mobile devices. This interaction is recorded and 

cataloged in richly detailed transactional data logs, complete with content and time 

stamps for all activity. The availability of such data represents a unique opportunity to 

advance the state of the art in research on social interaction and empirical social 

network analysis. 

Despite the promise of these data, sociologists have been slow to use it in their 

research. This is partly due to the nature of early Internet technology, which was 

originally a special communication medium available only to a limited, self-selected 

subset of highly educated and technically skilled individuals. Although services like 

Usenet and The Well, where Internet users would go in order to socialize with other 

users from around the world, have been around since the early days of the Internet the 

popular perception of online activity at that time was that it was not inherently social, 

and might even be considered anti-social. Therefore, much of the early social science 

research on Internet use debated whether or not communities and relationships could 

even be found online (for a review, see Wellman et al. (1996)). 

With the rapid spread of the World Wide Web and the rise of social media 

technologies like online discussion forums, blogs, and wikis in the mid-1990s and 

early 2000s that perception has largely shifted. Individuals are interacting in various 

ways through various online media. More importantly for social science researchers, 

they are recording traces of their interactions and records of their social connections. 

The widespread popularity of social networking services like MySpace and Facebook, 
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which began to accumulate tens and hundreds of millions of users between 2005 and 

2010, provide large-scale social network data that goes beyond observed interactions 

to user-provided lists of connections. Some social networking services are as much a 

map of the user’s pre-existing social network as they are a means for individuals to 

connect with new friends, making this additional layer of network data that much 

more valuable. 

As a result of this new wealth of social network data there are now a number of 

studies using online data to answer important sociological questions. A study of social 

networks among political bloggers (Adamic & Glance, 2005) reveals heavily polarized 

networks, with conservatives generally linked to conservatives and liberals linked to 

liberals. Work on diffusion through online networks reveals some interesting 

relationships between the structure of a network and the spread of information (Adar 

& Adamic, 2005; Leskovec et al., 2006) or the effectiveness of a viral marketing 

campaign (Leskovec et al., 2007). Additional research on social network dynamics 

(Adamic & Adar, 2003; Kumar et al., 2003) highlights the mechanisms through which 

different types of networks form, including how various clusters connect to the main 

component of a large social network (Kumar et al., 2006). 

Other work focuses on processes surrounding group interaction, including the 

relationship between how individuals are welcomed to a group and their subsequent 

interactions (Burke et al., 2007; Lampe & Johnston, 2005), how norms are established 

(Lampe & Johnston, 2005; Postmes et al., 2000), and how individuals come to identify 

themselves as belonging to a group attempting to provide a public good (Bryant et al., 

2005). The relationship between social ties and individual activity is another common 

area for exploration. Analysis of participation across cultures (Gu et al., 2006; Lento et 

al., 2006), group joining behavior (Backstrom et al., 2006), and the effects of social 
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learning on contribution of content (Burke et al., 2009) all suggest that social 

relationships play a role in individual action. 

Work on community formation highlights the value of online data for both 

qualitative and quantitative methods. Qualitative research on online communities 

(Herring et al., 2002; Preece & Maloney-Krichmar, 2003) shows the process through 

which individuals in online groups establish relationships and come to identify 

themselves as a community. Additional research on conversational trends (Herring et 

al., 2005) extends this work to highlight how members of a community interact and 

establish norms for communication and patterns of conversation – patterns which can 

be important indicators of progress on a social task (Viegas et al., 2007). Work on 

expert communities combines qualitative and quantitative approaches and highlights 

the establishment of clearly defined social roles in informal groups (Fisher et al., 2006; 

Welser et al., 2007). Finally, research combining online data with other data collection 

approaches examines reasons for participation in online groups (Blood, 2004; Herring 

et al., 2004; Nardi et al., 2004; Schiano et al., 2004) and assesses social capital and 

social well-being (Burke et al., 2010; Ellison et al., 2007; Steinfeld et al., 2009; 

Steinfeld et al., 2008). 

Although there is already a wealth of research conducted on online data, the 

majority of this work has been done by computer and information scientists. In 

particular, the quantitative research on participation in voluntary associations, 

diffusion through a network, and polarization has been done by data mining experts 

who find meaningful patterns in data and develop models based on their empirical 

observation. Many of their findings are relevant to the field of Sociology, and much of 

their work would benefit from the input of experts on sociological theory. Yet 

researchers who start with well-formed sociological theories and test them using 

online data are exceedingly rare. 
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This is not to say that sociologists have neglected analysis of online data 

altogether. Rather, the focus has largely been on either the digital divide or the nature 

of online social behavior. Digital divide research essentially considers the Internet as a 

resource, and assesses the extent to which access to this resource is evenly distributed 

across the population and the impact of unequal access to the Internet (see e.g., 

Bimber (2000), DiMaggio et al. (2001), Dobransky and Hargittai (2006), Hargittai 

(2008)). The research on the nature of online behavior primarily considers how 

computer mediated communication impacts social interaction and assesses the extent 

to which meaningful social relationships can be formed on the Internet (see e.g., 

Cummings et al. (2002), Dimmick et al. (2000), Wellman (1996), Wellman et al. 

(1996)).  

While these areas of research are valuable in their own right, they are strictly 

focused on the Internet as a phenomenon that has an effect on society, not on using 

online data to assess social science theories. As online data has grown to encompass a 

larger set of general social activity, sociologists must now shift their focus towards 

using online interaction as a data source. This richly detailed data on social interaction 

represents a great opportunity for researchers to answer important theoretical 

questions that were previously impossible to examine due to difficulties with data 

collection. Online data are not perfect, and certainly unique challenges arise when a 

researcher attempts to examine social behavior with data collected from online 

sources, but it is nevertheless imperative that the discipline begins to embrace this new 

data and use it as a means of advancing understanding of human social interaction. 

The next section highlights the key opportunities of using online data for social 

science research. The chapter then moves into a discussion of the challenges 

associated with using this data and some best practices for addressing these 
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challenges. It concludes with a brief discussion of how these challenges are addressed 

in the present analysis. 

Opportunities for Social Science Research 

Perhaps the biggest opportunity online data offers social science research lies 

in the area of social network analysis. Although social network analysis has provided 

great insights in the theoretical and empirical literature, it is typically limited by 

difficulties with data collection. Online data, with its detailed records of social 

interactions and ready availability of high quality longitudinal network data, can allow 

social network researchers to conduct analysis that would have been impossible with 

traditional approaches to data collection. Online data often captures the content of the 

interactions as well, which provides an excellent resource for qualitative methods in 

addition to quantitative social network analysis. 

Traditional methods for collecting social network data require a great deal of 

effort on the part of the researcher, and often result in incomplete representations of 

the ties connecting the individuals involved in the analysis. One prominent method for 

collecting data involves careful observation of a small, bounded group of individuals 

in a club or other organization (e.g., Zachary (1977)). Another common approach 

relies on survey and interview questions, and typically uses a name generator to 

establish information about the networks surrounding a set of individuals. By 

comparing the names mentioned by each participant researchers can map out a more 

complete picture of the full social network (Marsden, 1990). A third approach is to use 

a form of chain-referral sampling, where the sample begins with a few seed nodes who 

identify their neighbors in the graph. Each new node then identifies additional nodes, 

and the graph structure is filled in as new nodes and edges are added to the sample. 

Respondent-driven sampling (Heckathorn, 1997) is one implementation of this 
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approach. It has proven useful in mapping out hidden populations, such as injection 

drug users (Des Jarlais et al., 2007) or HIV patients (Ramirez-Valles et al., 2008), that 

are difficult to observe or measure directly with traditional survey instruments or other 

approaches (Heckathorn, 1997; Heckathorn, 2002). 

Social scientists have used these methods of network data collection to produce 

remarkable research on a broad range of topics. Research on social networks and 

public health issues, ranging from analysis of the connectivity of adolescent sexual 

networks (Moody, 2002) to patterns of injection drug use (Des Jarlais et al., 2007) to 

the tendency for obesity to spread across social networks (Christakis & Fowler, 2007), 

has been conducted using social network data collected via both direct and indirect 

survey methods. Studies of diffusion have assessed the extent to which structural 

equivalence, social cohesion, social influence and marketing have affected adoption 

decisions (Burt, 1987; Coleman et al., 1957; Strang & Tuma, 1993; Van den Bulte & 

Lilien, 2001). Analysis of recruitment networks for social movements highlights the 

importance of social ties to other participants (Anheier, 2003; Brown & Brown, 2003; 

Dixon & Roscigno, 2003; Fernandez & McAdam, 1988; McAdam, 1986; McAdam, 

1988; McAdam & Paulsen, 1993; Opp & Gern, 1993) and the intersection of formal 

and informal networks (Gould, 1991; Hedstrom et al., 2000) as predictors of 

participation. 

Despite the great promise of social network analysis, existing research is often 

limited by the inherent difficulties associated with collecting data on social 

relationships. Traditional approaches are labor-intensive and at best provide a limited 

view of the social network. Observational approaches require a tremendous investment 

of researcher time, and require intense discipline and meticulous observation. Even 

with a perfect methodological approach, this method is constrained to only that portion 

of the network that the researcher is able to observe. This results in network data that 
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is tightly bounded in both physical and social space. Survey methods are limited by 

the length of the survey itself, as participants are typically asked to name a few of their 

friends and acquaintances and answer questions about only those individuals. They are 

also limited by memory, as people often have difficulty remembering those with 

whom they interact. Snowball sampling and indirect survey methods might require 

less direct involvement on the part of the researcher, but they suffer from many of the 

same limitations as direct survey methods – respondents typically only reveal a small 

portion of their social network, and edges between non-respondents must be inferred 

rather than explicitly measured. 

The problems with all of these approaches are highlighted when researchers 

attempt to measure tie strength. The strength of a relationship between two people is 

exceedingly difficult to measure even with direct observation. Although methods exist 

for measuring tie strength more effectively (Marsden & Campbell, 1984), these are 

still less effective than direct observation for cataloging the actual strength of a tie. 

Furthermore, with so much missing data it is difficult to draw firm conclusions on the 

relative importance of local structure and tie strength.  

Traditional data collection approaches are particularly problematic for research 

requiring longitudinal analysis of network dynamics. Subsequent surveys or additional 

observation periods may well yield different networks, but the extent to which this is a 

result of measurement error as opposed to meaningful change in the network 

structures is not clear. While statistical methods can provide reasonable estimates of 

standard errors for several of these approaches (Goel & Salganik, 2010; Heckathorn, 

1997; Heckathorn, 2002; Marsden, 1990), access to high-quality data on social 

interaction would be a tremendous boon to research on questions related diffusion, 

influence, and other topics where the structure and dynamics of social networks play a 

prominent role. 
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Fortunately, data sources derived from online communication provide 

researchers with access to detailed records of interaction between users, complete with 

content logs and time stamps for all activity. This level of detail makes it possible to 

reconstruct the social network that exists within the system. Furthermore, the presence 

of time stamps on each communication or interaction event allows for dynamic 

analysis, as the network can be generated for any given point in time. 

These detailed records of online social activity allow researchers to examine 

how an individual’s local network changes over time, and how that individual’s 

behavior changes over the same period. Researchers can also use this data to measure 

the frequency and regularity of interaction between two individuals, which can 

provide some behavioral measures of tie strength. The resulting data provides an 

accurate and complete picture of an interaction-based social network – i.e., a network 

derived from actual communication or social interaction. Such data are useful for 

analysis of dynamic network effects and the importance of local structure for the 

diffusion of information, influence, or social control. 

Beyond network analysis, online data are also useful for qualitative 

researchers. The richly detailed history of interaction, complete with transcripts of 

communication, allows a researcher to observe a social setting without establishing a 

physical presence. This makes it possible to conduct post-hoc ethnographic analysis 

with minimal risk of altering the behavior of the subjects. The persistence of the 

original content also makes it possible to use multiple researchers to examine and code 

the raw data. By combining the qualitative research opportunities with the available 

data on social interactions, researchers can effectively study the importance of both tie 

strength and tie valence on individual behavior. 

With access to such detailed data on social interaction, researchers can assess 

theoretical work that has previously been impossible to study. Studies of contagion 
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through networks have been done through online sources (Adar & Adamic, 2005; 

Leskovec et al., 2007). It is also possible to use online data for research on network 

structure and polarization (Adamic & Glance, 2005), norms (Lampe & Johnston, 

2005; Postmes et al., 2000), influence (Kale et al., 2007; Leskovec et al., 2006) and 

social control (Herring et al., 2002; Kollock & Smith, 1996). Finally, novel 

experiments (e.g., Goel et al. (2009), Salganik et al. (2006), Salganik and Watts 

(2009)) can be conducted through online services with the assurance of high-quality 

data on both the individual behaviors and group interactions found amongst the 

participants. 

Challenges of Using Online Data 

Although it provides detailed, time-stamped records of individual actions, 

including communication and interaction with other users, online data are far from 

perfect. Findings from online data may not generalize well to other settings, partly 

because of the nature of the online medium and partly due to a lack of demographic 

data, a flaw affecting a large proportion of available online data. The scope of the data 

is also limited, as data on interactions outside of the online space is rarely available. 

Finally, the technical challenges to effectively analyzing online data are significant. 

Limitations of Online Data 

One concern about using online data is whether or not research findings based 

on online social interaction generalize to other settings. This concern rises in part from 

the impact the online environment has on behavior. Individual behavior and forms of 

social interaction can differ from one online space to the next, as variations in user 

interface and degree of anonymity create different modes of communication and 

standards of usage. Although there is a diverse range of online environments, nearly 
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all of them differ quite sharply from face-to-face interaction, and individual actions in 

online settings might not translate to similar offline behavior. 

Another issue is sampling bias. Even with access to data about the full 

population of users of a given online service, researchers using these data must always 

be mindful of the potential bias in their sample. There is no guarantee that the user 

base of that service is representative of the online population as a whole, much less of 

the population of a nation or particular social region. To make matters worse, online 

data often lacks demographic characteristics, as many services do not require users to 

provide such information. This makes it difficult to assess sampling bias or examine 

questions where gender, age, or other demographic factors might have a strong 

influence on individual behavior.  

Although traditional social network data collection methods have their 

weaknesses, and although online sources tend to provide more complete network data, 

the traditional methods often do come with some demographic data about each 

individual in the network. An additional advantage of traditional approaches is their 

flexibility. Survey methods in particular make it possible for researchers to assess 

multiple networks, and in particular provide them with data on an individual’s social 

network as seen by the individual. Online data usually provides information on an 

interaction network within the context of a particular online service. Data on 

interactions in other contexts is often missing, so even if two users communicate via 

email or face to face they may appear to be disconnected in a given online setting. 

The technical challenges to using online data may be more daunting than the 

challenges arising from the nature of the data itself. Online data are typically orders of 

magnitude larger than the quantitative data typically collected and used by social 

scientists, the level of noise in the data can be comparatively extreme, and the data 
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often features heavily skewed distributions. These factors can complicate the process 

of analyzing the data and interpreting the results. 

Technical Challenges of Using Online Data 

Most of the purely technical challenges of handling online data are a direct 

result of the volume of information available. Social scientists often work with 

relatively small numbers of observations. Large surveys, like the General Social 

Survey, typically receive tens or hundreds of thousands of response. Large network 

data sets typically consist of a few hundred or a few thousand nodes, and experimental 

and observational data are smaller still. By contrast, there are nearly ten million 

registered users at Wikipedia, and over one million nodes in the social network 

derived for this study. Wallop, a tiny service by Internet standards, attracted over 

100,000 registered users, 50,000 of which were active in the social network derived 

for this study. Larger services, such as Facebook, GMail, MySpace or Yahoo! Groups 

can have hundreds of millions of users. 

Processing such a large amount of data often requires some degree of technical 

skill. In some cases, data reduction or sampling methods may be sufficient, but for 

studies where network analysis is of prime importance sampling before processing the 

network data is often impossible. In these cases, researchers must write scripts to 

process the data and compute relevant statistics, and special computer hardware is 

often required to run these scripts over the full data set. 

The second problem is data cleaning. Just as survey researchers must deal with 

missing values or invalid responses, researchers using online data must contend with a 

certain amount of noise in the data. Various problems might exist in the data, 

including system failures, persistent bugs, duplicate data, and even small but important 

annoyances like time stamps that are sensitive to shifts in daylight savings time. 
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Furthermore, once all of the system-level problems with the data are worked out, there 

are user-level issues to consider. Some small percentage of users in any given system 

will be spammers or robots, and while automated algorithms for detecting these users 

are available (see e.g., Kolari et al. (2006)) it is not always easy to distinguish these 

from legitimate users who happen to be extreme outliers. Furthermore, even relatively 

ordinary users are prone to unexpected behavior. For example, certain subsets of the 

MySpace user population systematically misrepresent their age (Caverlee & Webb, 

2008), an action that might affect certain types of analysis. In order to conduct solid, 

reproducible, trustworthy results researchers using online data sets must account for 

all of these possible sources of error. 

Statistical analysis of online data can also be problematic, in part because 

normal distributions are quite rare. Much of the large-volume online data available to 

researchers prominently features power-law, log normal, or other heavy-tailed 

distributions. Therefore, many of the assumptions of parametric tests are invalid, and 

researchers must either normalize the data or use non-parametric tests as appropriate 

in order to minimize the risk of encoding spurious variation in the behavior of users in 

the tail of the distribution. 

Researchers using online data must also take care when interpreting the results. 

With such a large volume of data marginal effects can be statistically significant. 

While using p-values as a measure of importance is generally inadvisable, it is 

particularly important to avoid this trap with large scale data, and the magnitude of the 

effect must be included in any examination of the importance of a given result. 

Furthermore, decisions made earlier in the research process can often influence the 

results, and this must be accounted for in any final interpretation of the data. 
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Overcoming the Challenges of Working with Online Data 

Many of the challenges posed by online data are not new to social science 

research. Traditional data sources, such as surveys, lab experiments, and participant 

observation studies, all suffer from a variety of shortcomings. Many of these 

shortcomings also apply to online data sources, and therefore the established methods 

for dealing with problems of scope or sampling bias may also be useful with online 

data. 

Overcoming the Limitations of Online Data 

Concerns about whether or not results obtained from analyzing online data will 

generalize to the face-to-face population are well founded, but these same issues exist 

for all data collection methods. Do experimental results generalize effectively from the 

participants or lab environment to the general population? Do observational studies 

generalize beyond the group under observation? Do surveys accurately capture the 

effects they are attempting to measure?  

Sociologists must always be careful to discuss results within an appropriate 

scope, and to recognize when a finding might be an artifact of the methodology 

employed. This is especially true when online data are involved, since a phenomenon 

observed online might not occur in either a face-to-face or different online 

environment. One way to contend with this problem is to study multiple environments 

by using data from multiple online systems or, if possible, from a mixture of online 

and offline settings. If the research results are robust then they can be reported with 

greater confidence. 

Another drawback of online data is the lack of demographic data, but this is 

not necessarily as serious as it might seem. In most cases, online data provides 

excellent structural information but little to no information about demographics, while 
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survey data provides excellent demographic data but little to no information about 

social structure. Just as it would not be appropriate to use most survey data to answer 

questions about the importance of social relationships as predictors of individual 

behavior, it is not appropriate to use online data to answer questions about 

demographic factors. However, when presented with a question with the appropriate 

scope, online data can be quite useful. 

Furthermore, it is possible to use statistical methods that control for 

unobserved heterogeneity (Wrigley, 1990; Zohoori & Savitz, 1997). Depending on the 

missing demographic data and the nature of the study, these models might be 

sufficient to overcome this lack of information. For cases where such approaches are 

not appropriate, there are now online data sources that include basic demographic 

data, which makes it possible to control for demographic effects directly. 

One final shortcoming of online data is the limited nature of the network data. 

Although the interaction network is complete and detailed, there is no additional 

information about the interactions or latent relationships between the individuals 

included in the data. While this is a critical issue, similar limitations exist to some 

extent in all network data, and most existing data collection methods also suffer from 

problems with missing data. As with concerns about generalizing results from online 

data analysis to offline contexts, analyzing data from multiple environments and 

interpreting the data within the proper scope will substantially reduce the impact of 

this limitation. 

Overcoming Technical Challenges 

Some of the technical challenges posed by online data require the use of 

techniques not often employed in social science research. In particular, processing data 

at the scale of a large online service demands technical skill and access to powerful 
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hardware. The ability to write efficient scripts to query databases and process raw text 

logs is necessary, and some facility with distributed data processing is often a great 

help. By using distributed computing technologies like Hadoop map/reduce it is 

possible to process terabytes of data in a reasonably short period of time, and the 

programming requirements are not particularly severe. While such programmatic data 

processing has typically been the realm of the computer scientist, the recent 

availability of large-scale data for sociological research means social scientists would 

do well to develop the technical skills necessary to do at least do basic querying and 

processing of the source data. 

Most online data contains a fair amount of systematic bias, and most of the 

relevant activity distributions will be heavy-tailed. Cleaning the data and contending 

with the skewed distributions requires a rigorous approach to understanding the data. 

Just as a survey researcher might look at descriptive statistics to see how responses are 

distributed and how the data breaks down across demographic categories, researchers 

using online data must do descriptive analysis on the full data set. By considering 

frequency distributions and other large-scale distributions of relevant metrics, it is 

possible to gain an understanding of how variables are distributed and which summary 

statistics and normalization techniques are most useful. From there a researcher can 

look for signs of systematic variance. For example, extreme outliers and perfectly 

consistent behavior might be signs that a particular set of users is actually a set of 

spammers or robots. 

Furthermore, just as survey researchers must understand the sampling 

methodology and question phrasing used in the survey that generated the data, 

researchers using online data must understand the system thoroughly. This makes it 

easier to see errors and possible sources of bias, and it helps to understand why users 

might favor a particular feature. A working knowledge of the system that generated 
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the data will also make it easier to understand the underlying structure of the data, 

which in turn aids in converting that data to something more directly useful for 

answering a particular research question. 

Finally, analyzing and interpreting the data requires care. With such large data 

volumes and heavily skewed distributions, online data can be unforgiving. Minor 

assumptions can cause serious problems in the final analysis, as everything from data 

processing to variable construction to test selection impacts the final results. 

Understanding sources of error and how they impact the final analysis is critical to 

proper interpretation of results from online data. Choosing sound normalization 

techniques or using non-parametric statistical tests will help reduce possible sources of 

error. Understanding the difference between meaningful and statistically significant is 

also critical here. Significance is often achieved for marginal effects due to data 

volume, so it is important to consider both significance and magnitude when looking 

at an effect. Finally, keeping the interpretation of the data within the appropriate scope 

will help reduce the likelihood of misinterpreting the results of an analysis. 

Use of Online Data in this Study 

Although online data are not appropriate for all analyses, it has much to offer. 

The detailed log of events and interactions, including associated content and time 

stamps, makes it possible to conduct network analysis at an unprecedented scale. 

Furthermore, many of the drawbacks of using online data are not fundamentally 

different from the limitations of more traditional methods of data collection, such as 

surveys and participant observation. Problems with scope exist in all research, as do 

questions about how representative a given sample might be of the larger population. 

Even in cases where the limitations may be a bit different, they are no more severe 

than those found in other data sources. Furthermore, social scientists have learned how 
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to address the problems found in other data sources, and much of that knowledge 

applies when considering approaches to online data sources. Indeed, a rigorous, 

thoughtful, statistically and scientifically sound approach to the data should yield 

solid, reproducible, comprehensible results. 

Given the advantages of online data, particularly with respect to network 

measurement, it is a natural choice for an assessment of the relationship between local 

network structure, tie strength, and continued participation in a voluntary association. 

In this study, the challenges of online data are addressed primarily by keeping the 

research within an appropriate scope. The research questions and expected 

observations outlined in the first chapter are generated from earlier research in the 

fields of both social science and computer and information science. This provides a 

theoretical and methodological grounding for the research. 

The primary analysis is based on prior work, and two systems with distinct 

interfaces are studied. Therefore, any results that remain consistent across these 

systems are unlikely to be an artifact of interface elements or other system-specific 

attributes. Furthermore, the data from both systems was explored at length prior to the 

final analysis, and variables were therefore normalized based on a solid understanding 

of the underlying distributions. The variables themselves were carefully considered 

both within the context of the two systems studied here and within the overall context 

of the research. Whenever possible, variable selection and normalization was 

conducted the same way in both cases in order to ensure consistency between the 

analyses, and deviations were only considered when absolutely necessary. Finally, the 

results were interpreted with the limitations of the data in mind, and the effects of 

unmeasured demographics, unfiltered robots, or other possible biases were taken into 

account before the conclusions were drawn. In particular, the lack of demographic 

data could cause a bias in the interpretation of the network results, as it is conceivable 
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that triadic closure could be encoding homophily. If demographically similar 

individuals are more likely to be connected, and connections to demographically 

similar alters lead an individual to increase production, triadic closure might be an 

artifact of homophily, and this possibility must be considered in the final analysis. 

The technical challenges associated with this research are not particularly 

onerous. The volume of relevant data is small enough that all relevant information can 

be stored in a database on a single machine, and many of the queries can be run in 

memory. Once the raw data was parsed and loaded into the database for more 

convenient querying, it was a fairly straightforward process to generate metrics and 

conduct statistical analysis from the underlying data. The only exceptions were certain 

computationally intense measures, such as triadic closure metrics, which were difficult 

to compute on the available hardware.  

The next two chapters describe this process in more detail. Chapter 3 outlines 

the Wikipedia analysis, starting with a description of the Wikipedia service and 

moving into a detailed description of the analysis methodology used before concluding 

with a presentation and interpretation of the results. Chapter 4 does the same for the 

Wallop data, with the addition of some minor comparisons between the Wallop and 

Wikipedia results. 
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CHAPTER 3: 

ANALYSIS OF WIKIPEDIA CONTRIBUTIONS 

Wikipedia Analysis 

The analysis presented here uses social interaction data to predict how 

individuals change their levels of contribution to a public good over time. In 

particular, it focuses on measures of local network structure and tie strength as 

predictors of individual activity. This approach requires a longitudinal data set with 

data on contribution rates and detailed information about the social network structure 

surrounding each individual contributor. Wikipedia, the free online encyclopedia, is 

one of the best available sources of data for this research. 

Data on Wikipedia activity, which is freely available, includes a full log of 

every editing action taken on the site, with time stamps and user identification codes. 

This makes it possible to reconstruct both the contribution and social interaction 

history for each user. Although it is lacking the demographic data necessary to include 

a complete set of control variables, the granularity of the activity and interaction data 

makes it well suited for an initial assessment of social interaction and contribution to 

the public good. 

The first step in this analysis, then, is to examine the importance of social 

interaction within Wikipedia as a predictor of contribution to the encyclopedia portion 

of the site. The remainder of this chapter discusses a time-series analysis of the 

relationship between social interaction in the user talk namespace and subsequent 

changes in frequency of contribution to the main article namespace on Wikipedia. It 

begins with some relevant details about Wikipedia itself and moves into descriptions 

of data collection, data processing, and sampling methodologies. Subsequent sections 

describe methods of extracting network and activity variables from the data, and 
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explain the statistical models used in the analysis before presenting the final results of 

the study. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of the findings. 

About Wikipedia 

Wikipedia is a free online encyclopedia produced through contributions from 

thousands of users. One of the core principles of Wikipedia is that anyone can edit any 

page, and no expertise is required or expected from contributors to the encyclopedia. 

While some users are blocked due to bad behavior, in principle anyone can edit the 

site either anonymously or by registering for an account. Even blocked users can re-

gain access to the site by creating a new account. 

Founded in 2001 by Jimmy Wales, Wikipedia has turned into a major 

undertaking, and is arguably one of the greatest success stories for the power of user-

generated content. The English language version of the site has approximately 3 

million articles and over 17 million total pages. Roughly 10 million registered users 

and an unknown number of anonymous users have made more than 311 million edits 

to the English language version of the site. These contributions add up to 

approximately 3 million articles and over 17 million total pages. Although the English 

version is by far the largest, Wikipedia is available in many other languages. There are 

11 other versions of Wikipedia with over 250,000 articles, including German, Spanish, 

French, Italian, and Japanese. Although some of these numbers are staggering, it is 

worth noting that the active user population of Wikipedia is quite a bit smaller than the 

total user base. Of the 10 million registered users, only 155,000 are counted as 

monthly active users. 

At the core of the site is the encyclopedia. Each article in Wikipedia is created 

through the collective edits of one or more users. Although there are general 

guidelines in place for language, style, citations, neutrality, and the organization of the 
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encyclopedia there is relatively little top-down enforcement or oversight. The state of 

an article at any given point in time – including the content, writing style, and 

presence or absence of references and sources – is the result of user consensus 

achieved through an organic collaborative process of writing, editing, and refining the 

article. 

In the trivial case, where one user or a small set of like-minded users is editing 

a given article, consensus formation is a simple matter of adding text to the article. 

However, in more complex situations consensus formation often occurs through a 

separate set of interactions. These interactions take place on the talk page associated 

with the relevant article. Every article has a talk page associated with it, and the talk 

page is a place where users can ask questions about the article, explain their reasoning 

behind a given change, express their opinions about another user’s changes, or follow 

the full history of the discourse behind the development of the article. These article 

talk pages are, essentially, where much of the work of generating Wikipedia takes 

place. They are spaces where users can interact directly with one another and discuss 

the task at hand. 

Although each article talk page is linked to a specific article, they are all 

collected and stored in their own namespace. Namespaces in Wikipedia serve to 

separate the various parts of the service along some logical division. The Wikipedia 

service is broken down into several namespaces that roughly correspond to a specific 

function within the site.  

Most of these namespaces serve to organize contributors around certain goals, 

or to organize content in order to make it easier to find. There is a namespace 

dedicated to Wikipedia projects, which may be small projects within Wikipedia or a 

page dedicated to the Wikipedia project itself. Pages in this namespace typically deal 

with organizational details around a given project, or with policy decisions within 
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Wikipedia. There are also namespaces dedicated to making it possible to find articles 

on particular subjects, listing article categories, or providing help files. The file 

namespace keeps all files attached to articles, such as images, along with some 

metadata about each file, while the MediaWiki/Template namespace stores tools like 

page templates or Wikipedia indexes.  

One of the biggest namespaces is the user namespace, where the pages 

associated with each user account are stored. As with all of Wikipedia, anyone can 

edit these pages, but by convention they are only rarely edited by anyone other than 

the user owning the page. User pages are often sparsely populated, but when they are 

used they are similar to a personal profile. Users typically put some small pieces of 

information about themselves on their user page, ranging from personal information, 

like favorite books or movies, to professional information, like education or 

employment data, to Wikipedia-specific information, like the articles the user tends to 

edit. Some users also place reference materials or to-do lists on their user pages, and 

others place images or other decorations. 

As with articles, each user page has its own talk page associated with it, and 

these user talk pages are stored in their own namespace. Such pages are typically used 

for commentary and communication, which may take the form of discussion about the 

user and his/her interests. In other cases user talk pages can host directed messages 

posted in public view, as on a personal bulletin board. Messages on user talk pages 

may be related to Wikipedia, e.g. reprimands for bad behavior, pointers about proper 

formatting or instructions on finding articles of interest to edit, but many are direct 

communications about other topics. 

These user talk pages provide a social environment for users to interact with 

one another. They are part of the social space in Wikipedia, the area where Wikipedia 

editors establish a form of community. This community space is separate from the 
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encyclopedia itself, but it is still directly connected to the site. Other spaces, such as 

the article talk namespace, are more directly tied to the Wikipedia project, and support 

a more task-oriented form of interaction. 

Data and Methods 

The complete edit history for Wikipedia is publicly available for download 

from the Wikimedia Foundation, the nonprofit responsible for maintaining and hosting 

Wikipedia. The Wikimedia Foundation periodically generates a complete dump of 

Wikipedia’s back-end database, including all edits and publicly visible user account 

data. This database snapshot is then made available for download as an XML file. The 

research presented in this chapter is based on the Wikipedia data dump from February 

of 2008. 

Once the data was downloaded from the Wikimedia Foundation, the raw XML 

data was parsed and re-organized into flat text files, with separate files for each 

namespace. This task was accomplished through a combination of freely available 

MediaWiki parsers and custom Perl scripts1. A Java program2 then converted these 

text files to a set of formatted files designed for convenient loading into a SQL 

database. The database tables where then queried with a set of SQL scripts3 

specifically designed to generate the relevant data sets, which were finally analyzed 

using a combination of Stata and R scripts. 

                                                 
1 I am grateful to Dan Cosley and Gueorgi Kossinets, who wrote the relevant Perl scripts and did most 
of the work associated with parsing the raw Wikipedia data dump. 

2 This code was written by Michael Wacker, an undergraduate research assistant. 

3 Vladimir Barash wrote most of the initial SQL queries. I am grateful for his assistance, as it saved me 
quite a bit of time and trouble. All code is available upon request. 
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Deriving Social Network Data from Wikipedia 

Connections between Wikipedia users can be measured in several ways. The 

most obvious way is to use a bipartite measure, in which users are linked when they 

edit the same article. This measure captures a fair number of connections with no 

meaningful social weight, as users do not typically address each other on the article 

pages and the other editors of those pages are not immediately visible to a user 

navigating Wikipedia. Therefore, although this measure suggests some probability of 

overlapping interests it is largely coincidental and therefore not suitable for the 

purposes of this study. 

Another approach is to focus on task-oriented interaction. Wikipedia users can 

be linked by interaction on article talk pages. Although such interaction is often 

coincidental – a user writing on an article talk page may not be communicating 

directly with any of the other users with content on that page – it is possible to infer 

direct interaction between two users by filtering for repeated exchanges over relatively 

short periods of time. These exchanges tend to be task-oriented in nature, as users 

interacting on article talk pages are almost always doing so because they are 

discussing the article in question. Similarly, users participating in the same set of 

projects may interact in the project namespace. Although this may represent a stronger 

overlap in interests, or even a stronger social bond for users participating in smaller 

projects, this is still a task-oriented form of interaction and may represent a different 

set of connections than a measure based on social interaction. 

A third approach focuses on direct communication between two users. In 

Wikipedia, users accomplish this by editing each other’s user talk pages. Although 

some of these interactions are task oriented, many are purely social and indicate some 

relationship outside of the context of generating the encyclopedia. Furthermore, this 

measure is more direct than the others, as an edit to another user’s talk page is 
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typically associated with direct communication with that user. While editing another 

user’s talk page does not indicate any particular closeness between the editor and the 

user, frequent interactions and two-way connections may be indicative of a stronger 

social connection. This study adopts the third approach, and defines nodes in the 

Wikipedia user network as registered and unregistered accounts and edges as direct 

communication through user talk pages.  

Edges are defined as direct communication through user talk pages because 

this study is focused on the impact of social interaction on changes in participation. In 

particular, this research explores whether or not an individual is affected by the level 

of participation of his/her friends. Within the context of Wikipedia, only direct 

communication through user talk pages indicates any relationship outside of the 

context of producing the encyclopedia. Task-oriented measures like collaboration on 

articles or interaction on article talk pages will capture the influence of other 

contributors, whether or not they have any social relationship with the user. Therefore, 

focusing on interaction in the socially oriented areas of the site is more appropriate for 

assessing the research questions for this study. 

Sampling 

The raw Wikipedia data includes every edit made to Wikipedia dating back to 

the founding of the site in 2001, including edits to all namespaces and edits made by 

both registered and unregistered accounts. However, some of these data are not useful 

in the context of this study, and therefore two specific subsets of Wikipedia users are 

excluded from the data. First, anonymous accounts are not included in the analysis. 

Although anonymous accounts are identified by an IP address, it is fairly common for 

many individuals to share a computer with a given IP. This is particularly true for 

schools, businesses, libraries, and other organizations with many computers sharing a 
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single Internet connection. Removing anonymous accounts from the user sample helps 

ensure activity associated with an individual account is tied to an individual person. 

Second, users who did not send or receive a message within the user talk network are 

not included in the study. Since the primary goal of this analysis is to examine the 

relationship between social ties and subsequent changes in participation rates, 

restricting the sample to users engaging in social interaction on Wikipedia is a 

reasonable, if somewhat aggressive, restriction.  

Much as the users included in the sample are restricted to those meeting certain 

requirements, the time window used for the analysis is also limited to a subset of the 

available data. Although the Wikipedia data includes the full history of edits made to 

both the article user talk pages, the user talk network did not gain popularity amongst 

Wikipedia users until the middle of 2004. Since the key independent variables in this 

analysis are derived from interaction on the user talk pages, the analysis only uses data 

from the middle of 2004 through the end of 2007.4 In all, roughly 39 months worth of 

data are included in the sample. This represents approximately half of the active time 

span represented in the data, but given Wikipedia’s growth over time it is substantially 

more than half of the total available edits. 

The final restriction on the data has to do with the namespaces included in the 

analysis. All user activity is measured based on edits to the article namespace. 

Therefore, contributions to Wikipedia are defined as contributions to the encyclopedia 

itself, rather than contributions to supporting namespaces like projects. While it is 

reasonable to consider participation in projects, the addition of new tools, or even 

interactions on an article talk page as meaningful contributions to the Wikipedia 

project, it is hard to quantify just how these contributions compare to direct editing of 

                                                 
4 Data from early 2008 is not included due to some minor problems with the latest entries in the 
February data dump. 
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the encyclopedia itself. Furthermore, most of the contributions to Wikipedia occur in 

the article namespace, and many of the participants in other projects are also article 

contributors. Although additional research on activity in these namespaces is certainly 

warranted, measures of contribution are limited to the article namespace in order to 

simplify the analysis. 

The final sample of users chosen for this study encompasses a set of fairly 

active Wikipedia editors who also have some minimal level of activity in the user talk 

namespace. The resulting sample consists of approximately 175,000 users. The mean 

activity duration for this sample, measured as the time between a user’s first and last 

edits in the data set, is 200 days, although the median duration is less than two months. 

This unusually long average activity duration highlights the major weakness 

with the sampling methodology used. Since users active in the user talk namespace 

tend to be among the most active Wikipedia contributors, the data has a tendency 

towards including relatively committed members of Wikipedia. While this effect is 

mitigated somewhat by including users who receive messages in the user talk 

namespace without contributing messages of their own, the potential for bias still 

exists. While a random sample of users is a viable alternative, this sampling approach 

should result in more meaningful results, as a random sample will include a large 

number of users who edit Wikipedia only once or twice and never return.5 With a 

system as large as Wikipedia, and an attrition rate as high as the one observed in this 

data, finding users who remain active long enough to generate some variance in their 

behavior is critical to any analysis attempting to assess factors contributing to changes 

in a user’s rate of participation. Furthermore, this sampling method helps to ensure a 

sufficient number of users in the sample have measurable social interactions within the 

site. Although this sampling approach is reasonable under the circumstances, it is 
                                                 
5 Even with the restrictions employed here over 30% of the users in the sample used in this analysis 
edited Wikipedia on fewer than three occasions during the observation window. 
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important to be mindful of these potential limitations when interpreting the results of 

the analysis. 

The time window chosen for analysis might also impact sample selection. In 

this case any early adopters included in the sample will represent a highly committed 

set of contributors, as nearly three years have elapsed between the creation of 

Wikipedia and the start of the data set. For this reason, no analysis comparing early 

adopters to other users is included in this research.  

Network Data 

The social interaction metrics used in this analysis are derived from 

interactions on user talk pages. In the raw network data, each node represents a user 

account and each edge represents an edit by one user on another user’s talk page. Self-

loops and isolates are not included in the network – self-loops because they do not add 

much additional information, and isolates because they are by definition not part of the 

original sample of users. Although the sampling methodology excludes anonymous 

contributors, these nodes are still included in the network if they are connected to a 

user in the analysis sample. These nodes are treated in the same way as nodes 

representing registered users. Since interactions between registered users and 

anonymous users are likely to be sparse and rarely repeated, creating a special 

category for these nodes is not necessary. 

All nodes and edges existing in the user talk network from mid-2004 through 

the end of 2007 were extracted and stored as a directed edge list with time stamps for 

interactions. The resulting network consists of 1,645,323 nodes and 4,886,044 distinct 

edges. Although this network is extremely sparse, it has a fairly high average 

clustering coefficient of 0.0192. For reference, a random network with the same 
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number of nodes and a similar number of edges per node would have a clustering 

coefficient of approximately 0.0000018. 

Time Periods 

In order to capture changes in user behavior over time, it is necessary to split 

the data into time periods and measure social interaction and levels of contribution 

within each time window. The time periods used in this analysis are all based on the 

date the user first registers for an account on Wikipedia. For a given user, the first time 

period starts on the account creation date and extends for 84 days (12 weeks). Each 

subsequent time period starts the day after the previous time period ended, and extends 

for an additional 84 days (12 weeks). The user’s final time period is determined by 

his/her last date of activity in the article namespace. 

Activity and social interaction measures are included in a given time period 

based on when the action took place relative to the account creation date for each user. 

For example, if Bob sends Alice a message 18 weeks after he creates his account, then 

that message counts as an outward tie in Bob’s second time period. However, if Alice 

created her account just 6 weeks before Bob sent the message, then it counts as an 

inward tie in Alice’s first time period. 

The length of the time periods was chosen to maximize the likelihood that a 

given user will have some activity during a particular time period while keeping the 

time periods as short as possible. This is based on empirical examination of user 

activity patterns on Wikipedia. Time periods varying in length from 2 to 20 weeks 

were created for each user, with weeks chosen as the measurement unit in order to 

smooth out any weekday periodicity in editing behavior. The average percentage of 

eligible users – defined as users active before and after the time period in question – 

who were active in a time period of a given length was measured and compared with 
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other possible time periods. A fairly sharp increase in the percentage of eligible users 

active during the time period was observed between 6 and 10 weeks with diminishing 

returns occurring at around the12 week mark. Therefore, 12 weeks was chosen as the 

length of the time period for this analysis. 

Variables 

Several network and activity metrics are derived from the data and measured 

for each user within each time period between the user’s first and last date of activity. 

Two primary activity metrics appear in the final analysis. The first measures the 

number of days a given user edited Wikipedia during a given time period, while the 

second measures the difference between the number of days a given user edited 

Wikipedia during a given time period and the number of edit days for the subsequent 

time period. The first metric provides a good signal for regularity of participation, and 

is a reasonable measure of commitment to Wikipedia. The second indicates change in 

participation rate from one time period to the next. Positive numbers indicate an 

increase in participation, while negative numbers denote a decrease. 

Edit days is used instead of raw edit counts for several reasons. First, edit days 

is a bounded measure. This makes it a bit easier to model, as the number of edits has 

an extremely long tail of heavily active contributors who skew all of the results. 

Second, this is a better measure of commitment. A user who edits Wikipedia every 

day is probably more committed – and therefore more likely to maintain activity – 

than a user who makes a lot of edits on one day and does not return to the site within a 

given time period. Finally, this measure is still fairly robust as a metric for raw 

contribution. Although there are users who make rare but substantial contributions to 

Wikipedia, over time the most consistent contributors end up producing more content 

and providing a greater benefit to the encyclopedia. 
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TABLE 3.1. Means and Standard Deviations for Wikipedia Activity Measures 

Variable mean sd 

Change in Edit Days in next time period -1.195 11.491 

Number of edit days 9.298 15.938 

Inward ties from more active users 0.781 2.416 

Inward ties from less active users 0.677 4.388 

Outward ties to more active users 0.52 14.284 

Outward ties to less active users 4.395 54.671 

Mutual ties with more active users 0.457 1.959 

Mutual ties with less active users 0.493 3.983 

Avg inward tie strength from more active users 0.502 0.926 

Avg inward tie strength from less active users 0.247 0.856 

Avg outward tie strength to more active users 0.256 0.875 

Avg outward tie strength to less active users 0.211 0.876 

Avg mutual tie strength with more active users 0.183 0.387 

Avg mutual tie strength with less active users 0.081 0.273 

Closed triads with inward ties from more active users 0.102 2.283 

Closed triads with inward ties from less active users 0.117 3.791 

Closed triads with outward ties to more active users 0.17 31.385 

Closed triads with outward ties to less active users 0.144 4.506 

Closed triads with mutual ties to more active users 0.168 3.189 

Closed triads with mutual ties to less active users 0.199 4.98 

Avg strength within triads, inward ties from more active users 0.14 1.074 

Avg strength within triads, inward ties from less active users 0.091 1.081 

Avg strength within triads, outward ties to more active users 0.0726 1.139 

Avg strength within triads, outward ties to less active users 0.072 0.896 

Avg strength within triads, mutual ties with more active users 0.497 4.233 

Avg strength within triads, mutual ties with less active users 0.318 3.398 

 

Two types of egocentric network measures are also included in the analysis. 

The first type is a set of basic degree measurements: in degree, or messages sent from 

others to a given user; out degree, or messages sent by a user to others; and mutual 

ties, which represent reciprocated communication between two users. In this case, 
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mutual ties are excluded from in degree and out degree, so a user’s total degree is 

equal to the sum of mutual ties, in degree, and out degree. In all cases, these degree 

measures are grouped by relative activity. All users have network measures for ties to 

alters who are more active and ties to alters who are less active than the ego user. The 

second type of egocentric measure is a simple measurement of average tie strength. 

Average tie strength is the mean weight per tie, where the weight is the number of 

messages sent between nodes. This average tie strength is computed for each degree 

measure. For example, a user receiving 9 total messages from 3 senders with a higher 

activity level would have an average tie strength of 3 for inward ties from more active 

alters. 

In addition to the egocentric measures, two analogous local structural measures 

are included in the analysis. The first is the number of closed triads in an individual’s 

ego network. That is, the number of pairs of a user’s connections who are also 

connected to each other. As with the degree measures, these metrics are divided 

between edge type – incoming tie, outgoing tie, or mutual tie – and relative activity. 

For example, if a user I has mutual connections to two users, J and K, and J and K are 

both more active than I, then user I’s triadic closure metric will increase if J and K are 

connected. In order to simplify processing, the IJ connection and the IK connection 

must both be mutual, but the JK connection is allowed to take any form. Note that 

triads where J sent I a message and I sent K a message are not included, nor are triads 

where J is more active than I but K is less active. A separate model with a more 

relaxed definition of triadic closure produces qualitatively similar results to the models 

presented here. 

The second local measure is analogous to the egocentric average strength 

measure. This measure provides the mean number of messages per triad for each triad 

type. For a user I connected to nodes J and K, the triad strength is represented as the 
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sum of the number of messages sent between I and J and the number of messages sent 

between I and K. These totals are averaged across all triads to produce the final triad 

strength measures for inward ties, outward ties, and mutual ties in both the more and 

less active cases. 

Table 3.1 shows descriptive statistics for all of the activity measures. Of 

particular note is the tendency for outgoing communication to be higher frequency 

actions with higher variance. Note also the change in edit days from one time period to 

the next is slightly negative on average. This is likely due to the relatively high 

probability users have of exiting the system and never returning. Finally, although the 

standard deviations do not always indicate such, most of the activity and network 

metrics are heavily skewed and follow power law or log-normal distributions. 

Model Description 

The time series metrics described above are included in a fixed-effects logistic 

regression model to determine the relationship between social interaction and 

subsequent change in behavior. The dependent variable in the analysis is change in 

edit days in the subsequent time period. The independent variables in the complete 

model include all egocentric and local network measures. The natural logarithm of all 

independent variables is used in the model in order to account for the skewness of 

these variables and produce normalized predictors. A control for the number of days a 

user edited Wikipedia during the time period under analysis is also included in each 

model, along with controls for both relative and absolute time periods. The relative 

measure is simply the user’s time period. This controls for the user’s familiarity with 

Wikipedia and longevity in the system. The absolute measure is a series of binary 

variables for different years, one each for 2005, 2006, and 2007, with 2004 as the 

control state. These variables help account for temporal effects, such as the size of 
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Wikipedia or changes to the interface. While year-long time periods are fairly long, 

even relative to the 12-week user time periods in use in this model, these controls 

represent a reasonable compromise between controlling for temporal shifts and 

keeping the number of time variables in the model reasonable. 

The fixed-effects model is used because it explores variance in behavior within 

users across different time periods. This model is appropriate because it naturally 

controls for inherent user tendencies, such as native affinity or enthusiasm for 

Wikipedia, computer literacy, or other hidden attributes. This also helps mitigate the 

lack of demographic data. Ideally, a mixed effects model would be used in these 

circumstances in order to measure both the variance within users via a set of fixed 

effects and the variance between users via a set of random effects. Although such 

random effects models are more efficient than fixed effects models, they are also less 

conservative, and a Hausmann test on the data suggested that the coefficients in the 

two models were significantly different and therefore the random effects model could 

not be trusted to return valid results. 

In order to assess the relative effects of tie strength, triadic closure, and triadic 

strength five models are estimated and assessed. The first includes controls plus the 

simple degree measures – in degree, out degree, and mutual connections to more and 

less active users. The distinction between in, out, and mutual ties is important here 

because in degree should indicate a more direct line of influence than out degree, but 

mutual ties may represent a slightly stronger connection. The second model includes 

the tie strength measures, which help control for variation within different types of 

connections. If mutual ties are important only because they are stronger and represent 

more frequent interaction, this model will highlight that difference. Taken together, 

these two models determine the extent to which dyadic relationships impact continued 

participation in Wikipedia. 
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TABLE 3.2. Results of Fixed-Effects Regression Analysis of Wikipedia Data 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

Time Period -0.278*** -0.275*** -0.271*** -0.269*** -0.266*** 

 (0.0174) (0.0174) (0.0174) (0.0174) (0.0174) 

Year 2005 1.884*** 1.886*** 1.855*** 1.852*** 1.834*** 

 (0.103) (0.103) (0.103) (0.103) (0.103) 

Year 2006 3.141*** 3.142*** 3.091*** 3.085*** 3.054*** 

 (0.141) (0.140) (0.141) (0.140) (0.140) 

Year 2007 -0.923*** -0.919*** -0.935*** -0.920*** -0.937*** 

 (0.171) (0.171) (0.171) (0.171) (0.171) 

Edit Days -0.617*** -0.619*** -0.622*** -0.622*** -0.621*** 

 (0.00435) (0.00439) (0.00438) (0.00440) (0.00441) 

Inward ties from more active users -1.146*** -1.737*** -1.077*** -1.622*** -1.632*** 

 (0.0583) (0.118) (0.0591) (0.125) (0.125) 

Inward ties from less active users -2.084*** -2.023*** -1.534*** -0.932*** -0.859*** 

 (0.101) (0.168) (0.104) (0.180) (0.180) 

Outward ties to more active users 0.442*** 0.547*** 0.373*** 0.515*** 0.528*** 

 (0.0906) (0.152) (0.0954) (0.169) (0.169) 

Outward ties to less active users -0.235*** -0.425*** -0.215*** -0.436*** -0.418*** 

 (0.0779) (0.101) (0.0778) (0.102) (0.102) 

Robust standard errors in parentheses      
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1      
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TABLE 3.2 (Continued) 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

Mutual ties with more active users 0.00232 0.487*** -0.0178 0.620*** 0.607*** 

 (0.0876) (0.172) (0.0930) (0.195) (0.195) 

Mutual ties with less active users -0.105 0.0403 0.0440 0.282 0.473* 

 (0.138) (0.214) (0.150) (0.246) (0.249) 

Avg inward tie strength from more active users  0.833***  0.734*** 0.755*** 

  (0.123)  (0.127) (0.128) 

Avg inward tie strength from less active users  -0.00339  -0.838*** -0.791*** 

  (0.173)  (0.180) (0.180) 

Avg outward tie strength to more active users  -0.166  -0.166 -0.189 

  (0.148)  (0.156) (0.156) 

Avg outward tie strength to less active users  0.578***  0.555*** 0.554*** 

  (0.144)  (0.144) (0.144) 

Avg mutual tie strength with more active users  -0.358*** -0.416*** -0.402*** 

  (0.0967)  (0.104) (0.103) 

Avg mutual tie strength with less active users  -0.137  -0.297** -0.305** 

  (0.139)  (0.150) (0.151) 

Closed triads with inward ties from more active users   -0.245 -0.0487 0.346 

   (0.174) (0.180) (0.308) 

Closed triads with inward ties from less active users   -3.409*** -3.654*** -1.765*** 

   (0.258) (0.268) (0.386) 
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TABLE 3.2 (Continued) 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

Closed triads with outward ties to more active users   -0.137 -0.225 -0.457 

   (0.228) (0.240) (0.340) 

Closed triads with outward ties to less active users   0.466* 0.451* 0.536 

   (0.246) (0.248) (0.342) 

Closed triads with mutual ties to more active users   -0.111 -0.371* -0.171 

   (0.182) (0.195) (0.291) 

Closed triads with mutual ties to less active users   0.803*** 0.667*** 1.084*** 

   (0.240) (0.251) (0.340) 

Avg strength within triads, inward ties from more active users    -0.369* 

     (0.206) 

Avg strength within triads, inward ties from less active users    -2.241*** 

     (0.297) 

Avg strength within triads, outward ties to more active users    0.303 

     (0.267) 

Avg strength within triads, outward ties to less active users    -0.455 

     (0.299) 

Avg strength within triads, mutual ties with more active users    -0.117 

     (0.137) 

Avg strength within triads, mutual ties with less active users    -0.526*** 

     (0.186) 
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TABLE 3.2 (Continued) 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

Constant 5.932*** 5.894*** 5.925*** 5.913*** 5.911*** 

 (0.105) (0.105) (0.105) (0.105) (0.105) 

Observations 368188 368188 368188 368188 368188 

Number of userid 80931 80931 80931 80931 80931 

R-squared 0.365 0.365 0.366 0.367 0.368 
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The third model includes all controls and degree measures along with triadic 

closure counts. This model assesses the importance of triadic closure as a predictor of 

changes in contribution. Based on the findings in Backstrom et al. (2006), triadic 

closure is expected to predict a shift towards the friend’s levels of activity. That is, 

users with closed triads involving less active users should decrease activity, while 

users with closed triads involving more active users should increase activity. The last 

two models are designed to assess whether or not any triadic closure effects are a 

function of tie strength. They add controls for dyadic tie strength and average tie 

strength within triads. Table 3.2 shows the results of the regression models. 

Discussion of Results 

Based on previous work on social relationships and continued participation, an 

increase in dyadic ties to more active users should be correlated with a subsequent 

increase in individual activity while an increase in ties to less active users should be 

correlated with a decrease in subsequent contribution. Furthermore, stronger ties 

should have a stronger effect, and therefore the effects of tie strength measures should 

follow the same pattern. These predictions are tested in models 1 and 2, with mixed 

results. 

Although the effects of increasing outward ties are in line with theoretical 

expectations, the effects for incoming ties are consistently negative. Furthermore, the 

effects of mutual ties are not statistically significant. Tie strength measures produce 

similarly mixed signals. While increased strength of incoming ties from more active 

users has the expected direct effect, including this measure in the model causes the 

effect of additional ties to become more strongly negative, suggesting that inward ties 

are generally associated with a subsequent decrease in participation. Conversely, 

outward tie strength with less active users is positively correlated with subsequent 
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participation, but including this measure strengthens the negative relationship between 

outbound ties to less active users and subsequent participation. Similarly, increasing 

the strength of mutual ties to more active neighbors predicts a subsequent decline in 

participation, but increasing the number of such ties becomes positive and significant. 

While most of these results support earlier findings that dyadic social ties are useful 

predictors of participation, the measure with the strongest effect actually runs counter 

to expectations. Regardless of controls for tie strength, incoming ties remain strongly 

and negatively correlated with subsequent participation regardless of the relative 

activity levels of the focal actor and his/her neighbors. 

One possible explanation for the consistently negative effect of incoming ties 

is a sanctioning effect, where more experienced users send messages over the user talk 

network chastising newer users for poor behavior. It is possible that a large proportion 

of users who receive sanctioning messages respond by dropping out of Wikipedia 

rather than responding. Another explanation is related to the probability that 

unresponsive users have already left the system. Such users may receive messages 

within the system but never actually read them, leading to a spurious effect where 

inward ties predict subsequent decline in participation even though the decline in 

participation was unaffected by these messages. 

Model 3 tests the findings presented by Backstrom et al. (2006) around group 

joining behavior, where increased triadic closure is expected to cause the individual to 

behave more like the peer group. Based on their findings, triadic closure should 

correlate with an individual subsequently changing behavior to correspond more 

closely to the actions of his or her peers. In line with these expectations, increasing 

triadic closure amongst in-degree neighbors with less activity predicts a subsequent 

decrease in user activity. However, due to the nature of unreciprocated incoming ties it 

is possible that this finding does not indicate any particular importance for triadic 
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closure. Indeed, these data are perfectly aligned with both of the explanations offered 

for the persistent negative relationship between unreciprocated incoming ties and 

subsequent contribution.  

The other statistically significant effect associated with triadic closure is a 

positive relationship between mutual triads with less active neighbors and a 

subsequent increase in participation. This result is slightly puzzling, particularly in the 

absence of other significant effects for similar metrics. One possible explanation for 

this effect of mutual triads is some form of social affirmation. Even though the others 

involved in the exchange are less active, the fact that they are there, connected, and 

contributing at some level confirms the value of the contribution in the mind of the 

user, leading to a small increase in subsequent contributions to Wikipedia. 

The addition of tie strength variables in models 4 and 5 reveal two interesting 

effects. First, the effect of triadic closure for inward ties is modified by the strength of 

those triads under certain circumstances. When a measure of triadic tie strength is 

included, the primary effect of triadic closure amongst incoming neighbors is also 

reduced, suggesting that this particular measure of local clustering is encoding some of 

the same effects as dyadic tie strength. Furthermore, when a user is receiving lots of 

contact from two connected users who are less active, s/he will be less likely to 

continue editing. This effect fits with earlier explanations for the general effect of 

incoming ties. Users who have dropped out will never respond, no matter how many 

messages they receive, and users who reduce their contributions due to sanctioning 

may be more likely to do so in the face of repeated sanctioning.  

Second, stronger ties within mutual triads where both neighbors are less active 

are correlated with a decrease in subsequent contribution. However, the correlation 

between the number of such triads and a subsequent increase in contribution is 

strengthened when measures of triadic tie strength are included in the model, 
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suggesting that in this case triadic closure is capturing a separate mechanism from the 

effect of dyadic tie strength. For example, social influence may be operating through 

tie strength as users become more similar to their closest friends. Meanwhile an 

increasingly cohesive social group may provide stronger social affirmation, causing an 

individual to increase contribution even though her friends are less active participants. 

Alternatively, tie strength may indicate an increase in social activity in Wikipedia at 

the expense of contributions to the encyclopedia. If users have a limited amount of 

time to spend editing Wikipedia, then there will be a natural tension between their 

contributions to the encyclopedia and their time spent socializing. A social area of the 

site that fosters a community may well be important for encouraging continued 

participation, but if it becomes enough of a distraction the social aspect could 

ultimately hurt the production of the encyclopedia. 

The impact of the control variables remained fairly consistent across all 5 

models. Users editing Wikipedia in 2005 and 2006 were more likely to increase their 

activity over time than users editing wikipedia in 2004, while users editing Wikipedia 

in 2007 were more likely to decrease their activity over time than users editing in 

2004. This may be due to interface or changes to the underlying user base. 

Generally speaking, longer-term users were more likely to decrease activity. 

This may be due to generally high levels of activity within this population, or a 

generally higher probability of moving on to other activities within Wikipedia. This 

effect is fairly small, and may in fact be smaller than expected given that users are 

probably more likely to leave Wikipedia altogether after some length of time. 

Activity in the previous time period is negatively correlated with a user’s 

subsequent change in contribution. This makes intuitive sense – at a certain point, it is 

no longer possible to increase contributions. This is particularly true when the measure 

is number of edit days, which has a maximum of 84 for any given time period. 
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Furthermore, users with a high activity rate will have a larger negative delta when they 

leave Wikipedia altogether. This likely skews the mean values for the dependent 

variable somewhat lower. 

Summary of Findings 

Based on the models presented here, direct social connections can serve as 

predictors of participation, but in a system like Wikipedia where contributions are 

low-cost the need for a social incentive may be low enough that the effects of social 

connections are smaller than those observed in other settings. Although there are 

mixed results for the importance of dyadic relationships, local clustering amongst 

particular interest groups has an effect, and social groups may influence individuals to 

adjust their levels of contribution. In other words, having a cluster of connected 

friends in the system may lead to social affirmation of the inherent value of making 

contributions, which then leads to an increase in contribution. Furthermore, triadic 

closure and tie strength appear to have different effects, although under certain 

circumstances some of the impact of tie strength is encoded by measures of triadic 

closure. 

Although the Wikipedia data generally supports the notion that social 

relationships will predict subsequent behavior, the specific results presented here 

occasionally vary from the theoretically predicted relationships. While some of the 

deviation from the expected results may be caused by the nature of unreciprocated 

ties, or the operation of some form of social affirmation through local clustering and 

reinforcement, it may well be the case that social connections are not as important in 

low-risk, low-cost activities as they are in higher risk activism. On the other hand, the 

mixed results may be due to the nature of the user talk space itself. Some of the ties 

are not purely social, and sometimes this space is used for Wikipedia-related 
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discussion that does not fit anywhere else on the site. Furthermore, although the 

network data for the user talk namespace is excellent, it is still missing other modes of 

communication Wikipedia users might adopt, such as email or face-to-face interaction. 

In a service with a relatively poor social interaction component, these external 

communications media might play a larger role in the community formation and social 

reinforcement that takes place amongst contributors than they would in an inherently 

social platform. 

The next chapter presents an analysis of Wallop, a blogging and social 

networking service. This analysis will focus on a smaller network with a more clearly 

social orientation and an emphasis on communication and interaction over production 

of a public good. The results presented in the following chapter may shed some light 

on which of the effects observed in the Wikipedia analysis are due to something 

specific to the service and which are more fundamental to the way individuals decide t 

contribute to a public good. 
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CHAPTER 4: 

ANALYSIS OF WALLOP PARTICIPATION 

Wallop Analysis 

The analysis presented in Chapter 3 suggests that connections to a social group 

are important predictors of contribution to Wikipedia. However, these results are 

somewhat mixed, and they may be due to some particular element of Wikipedia’s 

design. Therefore, the second stage of this research replicates the Wikipedia analysis 

on data collected from Wallop, a weblogging and social networking system. 

The Wallop data complements the Wikipedia data nicely. Like the Wikipedia 

data, it includes a time-stamped log of user activity on the site, complete with data on 

social interactions. Unlike Wikipedia, the social interaction data are not cleanly 

divided from data on contributions to the public good. Wikipedia is designed to 

accomplish a specific task – writing an encyclopedia – and social interaction within 

Wikipedia takes place in a separate section of the site. Wallop is explicitly designed to 

encourage an interconnected group of users who interact with one another around the 

content they publish. There is no distinct public good in Wallop, because the public 

good is the community itself. Any content production – whether original and 

unsolicited or created as part of an interaction with another user – constitutes a 

contribution to the Wallop community. Therefore, the Wallop data has a stronger 

social network component than Wikipedia, and the social interactions in the Wallop 

data are inextricably linked with the data on content contribution. 

The analysis of the Wallop data mirrors the Wikipedia analysis in order to 

assess similar questions in a different setting. This analysis explores the impact of 

social relationships on participation in a situation where social interaction is of central 

importance, and the concept of a public good is not clearly defined. This provides a 
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natural comparison of the importance of social relationships as a predictor of 

contributions to a task-oriented system such as Wikipedia with the importance of such 

relationships as a predictor of participation in a socially oriented system like Wallop. 

It also makes it possible to assess the robustness of any effects seen in both settings. 

The remainder of this chapter focuses on the analysis of the Wallop data. It 

begins by describing the Wallop weblogging system and moves to a detailed 

discussion of the data collection, processing, and network data extraction used in this 

study. This is followed by a description of the variables and analytical methods used in 

this analysis. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the results of this study, and a 

comparison of the findings with the results from the Wikipedia analysis. 

About Wallop 

While it was active, Wallop was a personal publishing and social networking 

system. Built by Microsoft Research and launched as a research prototype in late 

2004, it was designed to facilitate social interaction through a variety of interface 

elements. Following the prototype launch the system expanded for a period of about 8 

months before the development team moved on to other projects. Eventually the 

prototype version was disabled, although the technology behind the service lived on 

for a time in the form of a third-party social networking system. 

Although one of the research goals of the system was to facilitate interaction, it 

was still primarily designed as a personal publishing, or blogging, service. The default 

interface was a personal blog, where users could write text-based posts or upload 

multimedia. Other users could then navigate to this page and leave comments directly 

on any piece of content added to the blog space. Creating text-based posts, uploading 

photos, and commenting on content were the most common activities in Wallop. 
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Wallop also included a visible social networking interface. This enabled users 

to connect with one another and find each other’s content quickly and easily. The 

primary component of this interface was the personal social network map. This 

appeared as a section to the left of the blog. The area immediately visible on the left-

hand side of the screen was limited and could only contain 15 other user names, but a 

link allowed it to expand into the blogging window to show an additional 35 names. A 

user could add someone to his/her network by dragging that person’s name into the 

social network map. A user could then navigate to that person’s blog by clicking on 

the appropriate name in the social map. From there, the user could see that person’s 

social map, and click through to a third user’s page, and so on. This allowed users to 

browse through connections by following links from one user page to another. 

For new users, or those who did not have many people in their social networks, 

the system would recommend a person of interest by adding that person’s name to the 

user’s social network map. This recommendation was based on an algorithm related to 

the user’s activity and interactions with others on the site. If the user already had 

several connections the system would not add any additional recommendations. 

Although it was not visualized, Wallop also allowed users to navigate the 

invitation hierarchy of the site by viewing the inviter for every other user on the site. 

This was possible in part because Wallop was an invitation-only service. Users had to 

be invited by other users before they could join, and it was not possible to walk up to 

the site and register for an account. Therefore, the initial set of users were all invited 

by developers and testers involved in the project. They invited their friends, who 

invited their friends, and so on over the course of the next 12 months. By the end of its 

first year, over 135,000 users had been invited to join Wallop, and over 80,000 had 

logged in at least once. 
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Despite expanding strictly through invitations from a small set of American 

software developers, Wallop was populated by users from all over the world. Users 

logged in to Wallop from numerous countries, and several languages were 

represented. Indeed, the dominant language in the service was Chinese, as over 35,000 

of the approximately 60,000 content contributors used Chinese on a regular basis (Gu 

et al., 2006).  

Content Contribution and Social Interaction 

Users contributed original content to Wallop by making posts through the 

blogging interface. These posts covered a broad range of topics, from technology to 

fashion to day-to-day activities, and could include any combination of photos, music, 

and text. There was no limit to the number of blog posts a user could make, but music 

uploads were limited to 50 songs, and photo contributions were capped at 5000. 

Although several users reached the music upload limit, it was uncommon for any user 

to reach the maximum number of photos. 

In addition to posting content to their own blogs, users could interact with 

other content on the site. They could comment on blog posts, photos, music, other 

comments, and any other visible content on the site. Users could, and often did, 

comment on their own content, but many of the comments were attached to content 

produced by others. The ability to comment on the comments left by other users 

frequently led to threaded conversations, where users would reply back and forth to 

one another rather than directing all comments at the original content creator. By 

attaching comments to content produced by others Wallop users could engage in direct 

interaction with one another. In addition to exchanging public comments, users could 

also send private comments. These would trigger an email to the content creator, 

which s/he could then respond to either publicly or privately. 
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Indirect interaction was also possible through the Wallop interface. The most 

common form of indirect interaction involved a user adding a target to his/her network 

map. Inclusion in a user’s network map generally indicated some relationship between 

the user and the target, although the nature of that relationship was not always clear. In 

some cases, it was an indication that the target user was close to the user, while in 

other cases it was a simple bookmarking activity so a user could quickly navigate to a 

target known to post interesting content or particularly nice photos. These interactions 

were not nearly as common as comment interactions, partly because the network map 

was not especially dynamic. They were also less public – although not technically 

hidden, there were fewer navigation paths to a given user’s network map, and 

therefore the visibility of connections between users was lower than the visibility of 

connections between content and comments. 

One final mode of indirect interaction was photo tagging. Users could mark 

regions of any visible photo on the site, and associate comments or users with those 

regions. In this way, it was possible for users to tag others in a photo. These photo tags 

indicate a high probability of a face-to-face relationship between a user and a target, or 

between two users tagged in the same photo. However, photo-tagging events were rare 

in Wallop, and tended to occur among the most active users. 

Data and Methods 

Since Wallop was a proprietary piece of technology the data are not publicly 

available. Fortunately, Microsoft Research provided access to a snapshot of the 

primary back-end database for the Wallop system. This database contains information 

on all interface elements in Wallop, including user account data, time-stamped content 

creation logs including photo and music uploads, blog posts, and comments. The 

database includes all of the metadata for user activity on the site along with full text of 
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comments and blog posts, but multimedia content was originally stored in a separate 

database and is therefore not available for analysis. 

In addition to the raw activity logs, the Wallop database also includes an 

association data table. This table contains a record of all the links between objects on 

the site. These objects can be people, photos, comments, or blogs, and they are 

associated by connections in the interface. For example, a comment on a photo would 

be listed in the association table as a link between the photo and the comment. 

Since the data are stored in a SQL database, pre-processing of XML and text 

data was not necessary for this stage of the analysis. However, the database was 

originally designed to drive the Wallop site, not to facilitate research. Therefore, 

several preliminary queries were used to re-format the data into action and network 

data tables matching the SQL tables used in the Wikipedia analysis. Once these 

preliminary queries were executed the same processing scripts used in the Wikipedia 

analysis could be applied to the Wallop data. This resulted in a data set ready for 

processing by the same R and Stata scripts used to conduct the analysis on the 

Wikipedia data. 

Deriving Social Network Data from Wallop 

As with Wikipedia, there are several ways to measure social ties in the Wallop 

system. Using the invitation tree is arguably the most direct approach. This method 

traces invitations from sender to recipient. The nodes in the invite graph represent 

Wallop users, and the edges represent invitations to join Wallop. This approach 

focuses on direct connections between users, as sending an invitation requires the 

sender to know the recipient’s email address. However, interaction in the invitation 

network can only move in one direction, and apart from rare cases where a user closes 

an account and receives a second invitation the interactions can only happen once, 
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resulting in a mostly static network. Furthermore, users could only send a limited 

number of invitations, so the range of variation in the number of ties for a given user is 

not particularly large. Although valuable for some applications, measuring the 

invitation graph presents a heavily restricted view of Wallop’s underlying social 

network. 

A better alternative might be to use network map data. Users can add network 

connections by dragging others into the network map space. In this graph, nodes are 

users and edges represent whether or not a given target node appears in another user’s 

network map. This data represents the social network presented to the user with an 

explicit visualization in the interface, and users are more likely to directly manage this 

network than any other on the site. Despite the obvious potential for users to adjust 

this network, the network map data are largely static. Users did not change their 

network maps all that often, and rarely removed other users from their networks. 

Furthermore, network measures based on this interface do not capture any direct 

interaction between users. Indeed, it is not entirely clear what these metrics capture – 

it might be capturing bookmarking behavior, affinity, closeness to another user, or any 

combination of the above. 

An interaction-based network measure can be derived from the comment 

network, where connections are formed by interaction through comments. In this 

network, the nodes are users and the edges are comments sent from one user to 

another. This metric captures a high-frequency form of direct interaction, which is 

generally visible and used by a majority of the active users on the site. Since 

comments can be directed at other comments, edges usually represent communication 

between individual users. For example, if Chris wants to say something about a 

comment Alice left on Bob’s photo, he can do so by commenting directly on Alice’s 

content. This results in a comment thread where each comment is linked to a comment 
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made by a distinct user. While threading is not perfect, as users may respond to the 

wrong object or respond to multiple objects at once, it does provide a great deal of 

structure to the interactions on the site. Furthermore, users do typically attach 

comments to the target of their response. It is therefore reasonable to assume that a 

given comment will be directed at the owner of the particular piece of content to 

which it is attached. The major drawback of this measure is that comments are fairly 

cheap. That is, it is easy to leave a comment for another user, so the fact that two users 

are connected by a single comment may be less meaningful than the fact that two users 

are linked by an invitation or a mutual network map connection. However, this 

limitation is mitigated by the fact that the lighter weight commenting actions are more 

similar to editing a user’s talk page in Wikipedia than either sending an invitation or 

adding the user to the network map. 

One final set of network measures can be derived from photo tagging and co-

occurrence in photos. In this network, nodes are users and edges could be either the act 

of tagging another user in a photo, the co-occurrence of users in a photo, or both. In 

this case, an edge would exist between Alice and Bob if Alice tags Bob in a photo, or 

if Alice and Bob are tagged in the same photo. This measure presents a strong 

indication that two users know each other face-to-face, and in the case of co-

occurrence suggests a certain level of shared offline activities. Unfortunately, photo 

tagging is a low-incidence event, and misses the bulk of the online social interaction 

that takes place on the site. 

This analysis defines network edges as direct communication through 

comments. This network representation is most similar to the one used in the 

Wikipedia analysis, and it is based on arguably the best representation of social 

interaction within Wallop. Although photo tags or invitations might add additional 

weight to a comment, the relative lack of such edges makes using them impractical, 
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and the static nature of invitation and network map edges makes them less useful as 

predictors of changes in participation rates over time. By contrast, comments are 

common and dynamic, and most active users engage in some degree of commenting 

behavior during their time on the site. 

Sampling 

Although Wallop is a much smaller system than Wikipedia, the raw data logs 

still represent an enormous amount of information. In addition to the accounts of the 

130,000+ users invited to join the system, the database also includes data on every 

action from the roughly 80,000 users who eventually responded to the invitation and 

registered their accounts. This includes time stamps, user ids, object ids, and 

additional metadata for millions of comments, photos, and other objects created on the 

site. It also includes time stamps and object metadata for millions of associations, or 

links between two connected objects, on the site. 

In order to avoid polluting the sample with data from users who did not use the 

service, this analysis only includes registered user accounts with at least some content 

creation activity. As with the Wikipedia analysis, users who did not either send or 

receive a comment are also excluded. This restriction was imposed both because the 

primary independent variables in this analysis are based on social interactions, and 

because this restriction mirrors the sampling restrictions placed on the Wikipedia data. 

Like participants in the Wikipedia user talk network, Wallop users involved in the 

comment network tend to be more active contributors to the system than those who 

never send or receive a single comment. Unlike Wikipedia, where only a small 

fraction of users have any activity in the user talk network, nearly 40% of Wallop 

users had some activity in the comment network during the observation period. 

Considering that nearly half of Wallop users logged in 0 or 1 times during the 
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observation period, and that the majority of these users are not included in the 

comment network, this data sample represents a substantial majority of active Wallop 

users.  

The database snapshot used in this analysis includes all data from the early 

stages of development through the end of August 2005. Since the early stages of 

development do not represent real user behavior, it is excluded from this analysis. 

Only data from Wallop’s public release in late September 2004 through the end of the 

available data are included in this analysis. Furthermore, developers and 

administrators are excluded from the analysis, although their interactions with other 

users are included in the relevant network metrics. 

The final sample of users consists of approximately 34,000 Wallop users with 

at least one connection in the comment interaction network. The mean activity 

duration, measured as the number of days between their first and last content 

contribution events, is 88 days, with a median duration of 65 days. These are fairly 

long activity durations given that the total observation window is just under 1 year and 

over half of these users joined Wallop several months after the public launch. 

Like the sample selected for the Wikipedia analysis, this data sample is biased 

towards more active and dedicated Wallop users, but the risk of biased results must be 

taken in order to generate a data sample with usable network metrics. The possible 

effects of sampling bias are mitigated somewhat by the analytical approach, which 

focuses on changes in user behavior over time. Furthermore, many of the users 

excluded from the sample have no meaningful activity within the Wallop system so 

their exclusion should not have a substantial impact on the results of the models. In the 

Wikipedia analysis, including users in the sample who received one or more user talk 

messages but did not send any reduces some of the inherent bias in the sampling 

approach, as 48% of the users included in the Wikipedia data fit into this category. In 
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Wallop, this approach does not have as large an effect, as only 28% of users in the 

comment network have never sent a message. However, since commenting is one of 

the most common forms of user activity in Wallop, this sample captures a much larger 

percentage of the user population than the sample used in the Wikipedia analysis. 

Network Data 

The social network data used in this analysis is derived from interactions 

through comments sent either directly as private messages or posted publicly on 

another user’s content. In the raw network data, each node represents a user account 

and each edge represents a comment. Self-loops are removed from the network 

because they do not add additional information and because the interface encourages 

the creation of self-loops. Indeed, the only way a user could add a caption to a photo 

on the Wallop site was to attach it as a comment, so many of the comments in the 

database were self-directed. Isolates are not included in the network data since they 

are not part of the sample of users under analysis.  

Although they are not included in the analysis, developers and testers are 

included in the network data. They are not included in the analysis because they 

generally remained heavily active, and in some respects were extreme outliers in terms 

of their behavior on the site. However, during the observation period the extreme 

behaviors of developers and testers were primarily limited to new feature launches and 

content types outside of the normal scope of user activity, and in terms of their actions 

within the comment interaction network they were much like other users. Furthermore, 

their social connections to others could still be important predictors for subsequent 

user activity. Therefore the network data includes their activity, and the network 

metrics of any user connected to a developer or tester includes those connections. A 

small number of users who never logged in to Wallop are also included in the network 
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data, as they received private messages from existing users. They are not included in 

the subsequent analysis since all of their activity metrics are null. 

The network data was constructed from the affiliations table in the Wallop 

database, which includes a list of connections between objects on the site. These 

affiliations were translated into a directed user-to-user edge list with time stamps for 

interactions. All edges from Wallop’s public launch in late September 2004 through 

the end of the data sample in August 2005 are included in the network, which consists 

of 37,307 nodes and 156,438 edges. This network is sparse, but its average clustering 

coefficient of 0.12169 is extremely high when compared to the expected clustering 

coefficient of approximately 0.0001124 for a random graph of the same size. 

Time Periods 

The time periods used in this analysis are defined in a manner similar to that 

used in the Wikipedia analysis, but due to differences between the systems some of the 

specifics have been modified for this analysis. Unlike Wikipedia, where account 

creation requires an intentional action on the part of the user, Wallop accounts are 

created whenever a user is invited to join the service. Therefore, the first time period 

begins on the day the user first logs in to Wallop, rather than the date the account is 

created. Each time period is 56 days (8 weeks) long, with subsequent time periods 

beginning the day after the previous time period ends. The final time period is 

determined by the later of the user’s last content upload or the user’s last log in date. 

Time periods are measured in weeks in order to smooth out any weekday 

periodicity in Wallop usage, and the length of the time periods is optimized to 

maximize the percentage of users engaging in activity in a given time window while 

minimizing the length of the time periods. This time window was chosen empirically, 

using an approach identical to the one employed in the Wikipedia analysis. In this 
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case, the point of diminishing returns in the distribution of activity over time is 

approximately 8 weeks.  

As with Wikipedia, user activity and network metrics are all measured within a 

given time period relative to the user. This means if two users, Alice and Bob, interact 

in the Wallop comment network a given interaction might count in a different time 

period for each user. For example, if Alice registers and sends Bob a message during 

her ninth week of activity, this message will count as an outward tie during Alice’s 

second time period. However, if Bob only joined Wallop a few days prior to the 

message, it would count as an inward tie for Bob during his first time period. This 

approach ensures that each predictor is measured within the appropriate time period 

for a given user. 

Variables 

The variables used in this analysis match the variables used in the Wikipedia 

analysis as closely as possible. The primary activity metrics used in this analysis are 

the number of activity days within a given time period and the change in the number 

of activity days from one time period to the next. An activity day is defined as a day 

where the user contributed content to the system in the form of a blog post, 

multimedia upload, or comment, including comments directed at other users. 

Unlike in the Wikipedia context, where social interaction is cleanly divided 

from contributions to the encyclopedia, directed comments in Wallop are all part of 

the same system. Furthermore, content produced through interaction with other users 

is part of the public good provided in Wallop – indeed, the collective benefit of 

Wallop as a system is the community and the interactions around content produced by 

members of that community. Since these activity measures are designed to track user 

contributions to the public good, and since comments add value to the system as a 
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whole, it makes sense to include social interactions in this measure. Including 

comments as part of the activity metrics tends to increase the correlation between user 

activity in a given time period and the egocentric network metrics associated with that 

user. However, this increased correlation does not represent major difficulty for the 

models since directed comments represent a fraction of the total activity for most 

users. There is also some separation between the network metrics in a given time 

period and the change in user activity into the subsequent time period. Furthermore, 

this problem is not present for triadic closure metrics since the presence of a closed 

triad is dependent on the actions of someone other than the focal user. 

The network metrics computed for this analysis are analogous to those 

computed for the Wikipedia analysis. For each user, in degree, out degree, and mutual 

ties are recorded for a given time period. Average tie strength, defined as the total 

number of comments divided by the number of edges, is also computed for in, out, and 

mutual connections. These measures are divided into two groups: connections to users 

with higher levels of activity and connections to users with lower levels of activity 

during the given time period. Triadic closure metrics are also computed for triads 

where both alters are more active and triads where both alters are less active. In order 

to differentiate between inward, outward, and mutual ties triad counts are divided into 

sets where both alters are tied to the user by the same type of connection. A measure 

of average strength, defined as the number of messages between the focal actor and a 

neighbor in a closed triad divided by the number of triads, is also computed for each 

type of triangle in a user’s local network. 

Table 4.1 shows descriptive statistics for these measures. The means and 

standard deviations are computed across all time periods. As with the Wikipedia 

analysis, the average change in activity days from one time period to the next is 

negative, likely caused by a high probability of a user leaving the system and never 
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returning. The network stats for Wallop are also interesting. Of particular note are the 

low average values for one-way edges. Indeed, there are no cases where a user has an 

incoming tie from a less active user, and the edge count, tie strength, and triad 

measures for mutual ties are all higher than the same metrics for one-way edges. This 

suggests a higher degree of reciprocation and social interaction in Wallop than that 

observed in Wikipedia. 

Another important trend in these data are the tendency for users to have more 

mutual ties to less active users than mutual ties to more active users. This is probably 

caused by skew in the data. A few heavily active users might be connected to many 

relatively inactive alters, while less active users are only going to be connected to a 

few more active alters. This tends to inflate the mean for connections to less active 

users. More generally, most of these measures are heavily skewed, and fit either a 

power-law or log-normal distribution. 

Model Description 

A fixed-effects logistic regression model is used to determine the relationship 

between social interaction and changes in participation rate. The dependent variable is 

change in activity days in the subsequent time period, while the natural logarithms of 

the network metrics from the current time period are used as independent variables. A 

control for user activity, measured as user activity days in the current time period, is 

included in the model. The user time period is also used to control for the passage of 

time relative to the user’s first experience with Wallop, while a set of dummy 

variables are used to measure the absolute time in which an event takes place. The 

observation window is divided into four time periods of three months each, with the 

first three months used as the reference category and dummy variables for the other 

time periods included as controls. As with the Wikipedia analysis, these temporal 
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controls help smooth out the effects of a user’s familiarity with the system and any 

changes to the system itself. 

TABLE 4.1. Means and Standard Deviations for Wallop Activity Measures 

Variable mean sd 

Change in Activity Days in next time period -2.729 5.337 

Number of activity days 3.997 6.678 

Inward ties from more active users 0 0 

Inward ties from less active users 0.582 1.806 

Outward ties to more active users 0.103 0.561 

Outward ties to less active users 0.523 1.94 

Mutual ties with more active users 0.273 0.804 

Mutual ties with less active users 0.725 2.979 

Avg inward tie strength from more active users 0 0 

Avg inward tie strength from less active users 0.375 0.665 

Avg outward tie strength to more active users 0.1 0.4 

Avg outward tie strength to less active users 0.284 0.565 

Avg mutual tie strength with more active users 1.493 7.07 

Avg mutual tie strength with less active users 1.506 4.443 

Closed triads with inward ties from more active users 0 0 

Closed triads with inward ties from less active users 0.097 1.141 

Closed triads with outward ties to more active users 0.018 1.657 

Closed triads with outward ties to less active users 0.038 0.513 

Closed triads with mutual ties to more active users 0.135 1.65 

Closed triads with mutual ties to less active users 0.849 11.652 

Avg strength within triads, inward ties from more active users 0 0 

Avg strength within triads, inward ties from less active users 0.108 0.594 

Avg strength within triads, outward ties to more active users 0.017 0.225 

Avg strength within triads, outward ties to less active users 0.05 0.429 

Avg strength within triads, mutual ties with more active users 0.93 7.05 

Avg strength within triads, mutual ties with less active users 1.918 10.495 
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TABLE 4.2. Results of Fixed-Effects Regression Analysis of Wallop Data 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

COEFFICIENT depvar depvar depvar depvar depvar 

Time Period -0.889*** -0.935*** -0.955*** -0.972*** -0.971*** 

 (0.0470) (0.0472) (0.0472) (0.0473) (0.0472) 

Months 3-6 0.261*** 0.211*** 0.225*** 0.184** 0.181** 

 (0.0782) (0.0778) (0.0776) (0.0774) (0.0773) 

Months 6-9 0.304** 0.224* 0.251** 0.203* 0.199* 

 (0.121) (0.121) (0.120) (0.120) (0.120) 

Months 9-12 -1.638*** -1.688*** -1.642*** -1.681*** -1.685*** 

 (0.209) (0.208) (0.207) (0.206) (0.206) 

Activity Days -0.905*** -0.895*** -0.928*** -0.922*** -0.922*** 

 (0.0116) (0.0120) (0.0120) (0.0128) (0.0128) 

Inward ties from more active users 0 0 0 0 0 

 (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 

Inward ties from less active users -0.948*** -0.924*** -0.885*** -0.830*** -0.830*** 

 (0.0684) (0.144) (0.0770) (0.175) (0.173) 

Outward ties to more active users -0.461*** 0.00271 -0.391*** 0.132 0.122 

 (0.112) (0.280) (0.116) (0.312) (0.312) 

Robust standard errors in parentheses      
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1      
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TABLE 4.2 (Continued) 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

COEFFICIENT depvar depvar depvar depvar depvar 

Outward ties to less active users 0.371*** 1.357*** 0.209** 1.131*** 1.137*** 

 (0.0809) (0.168) (0.0844) (0.183) (0.182) 

Mutual ties with more active users -0.736*** -1.003*** -0.727*** -1.316*** -1.331*** 

 (0.101) (0.232) (0.106) (0.271) (0.273) 

Mutual ties with less active users -0.207** 0.279* -0.869*** -0.648*** -0.646*** 

 (0.0902) (0.157) (0.0985) (0.187) (0.187) 

Avg inward tie strength from more active users  0  0 0 

  (0)  (0) (0) 

Avg inward tie strength from less active users  -0.107  -0.0880 -0.123 

  (0.165)  (0.182) (0.183) 

Avg outward tie strength to more active users  -0.495*  -0.540* -0.533* 

  (0.264)  (0.284) (0.284) 

Avg outward tie strength to less active users  -1.742*** -1.415*** -1.428*** 

  (0.202)  (0.211) (0.212) 

Avg mutual tie strength with more active users  0.162  0.262** 0.276** 

  (0.113)  (0.123) (0.125) 

Avg mutual tie strength with less active users  -0.527*** -0.170* -0.190* 

  (0.0915)  (0.102) (0.103) 
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TABLE 4.2 (Continued) 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

COEFFICIENT depvar depvar depvar depvar depvar 

Closed triads with inward ties from more active users   0 0 0 

   (0) (0) (0) 

Closed triads with inward ties from less active users   -0.268 -0.308 -0.740** 

   (0.189) (0.208) (0.378) 

Closed triads with outward ties to more active users   0.329 -0.0502 -0.122 

   (0.392) (0.437) (0.812) 

Closed triads with outward ties to less active users   0.975*** 0.355 0.191 

   (0.351) (0.371) (0.738) 

Closed triads with mutual ties to more active users   0.347* 0.556** 0.715* 

   (0.207) (0.226) (0.369) 

Closed triads with mutual ties to less active users   1.234*** 1.018*** 0.935*** 

   (0.147) (0.161) (0.243) 

Avg strength within triads, inward ties from more active users    0 

     (0) 

Avg strength within triads, inward ties from less active users    0.461 

     (0.281) 

Avg strength within triads, outward ties to more active users    0.0702 

     (0.622) 
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TABLE 4.2 (Continued) 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

COEFFICIENT depvar depvar depvar depvar depvar 

Avg strength within triads, outward ties to less active users    0.185 

     (0.486) 

Avg strength within triads, mutual ties with more active users    -0.0785 

     (0.137) 

Avg strength within triads, mutual ties with less active users    0.0726 

     (0.113) 

Constant 2.177*** 2.413*** 2.391*** 2.508*** 2.513*** 

 (0.0830) (0.0842) (0.0841) (0.0835) (0.0833) 

Observations 64196 64196 64196 64196 64196 

Number of userid 32148 32148 32148 32148 32148 

R-squared 0.673 0.677 0.678 0.679 0.679 
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The five models used in this analysis are identical to the models used in the 

Wikipedia analysis. The first models include only egocentric network measures and 

relevant tie strength measures in addition to the control variables. The third model 

assesses the importance of triadic closure. The final two models include measures of 

tie strength, both within triads and across all nodes in a given user’s ego network. 

These models test the relationship between triadic closure and tie strength as 

predictors of changing participation. Table 4.2 shows the results of the models, staged 

from a simple model containing only simple degree measures up to models including 

all of the independent variables of interest. 

Discussion of Results 

The first two models provide little support for earlier predictions regarding the 

correlation between social relationships and changes in contribution. The effects of 

inward ties from less active users are correlated with a decrease in subsequent 

contribution, which matches expectations regarding an individual’s tendency to 

become more similar to his or her friends over time. However, as in the Wikipedia 

analysis, this may be a spurious effect that results from an individual leaving the 

service before receiving the incoming messages in question. Furthermore, 

unreciprocated ties are fairly rare in Wallop, making it more likely that this result is 

not indicative of a homophily or influence mechanism, but rather is capturing a 

correlation between leaving the system and failing to respond to incoming messages. 

Outward ties defy expectations, as sending messages to more active users 

predicts a subsequent decrease in activity while sending messages to less active users 

predicts an increase in activity. Including controls for tie strength causes the results for 

outward ties to more active users to lose significance, and in general this measure is 

not robust. However, the impact of increasing the number of outward ties to less active 
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users becomes more strongly positive when tie strength measures are included. 

Meanwhile, increasing the average outward tie strength to such users predicts a 

decrease in participation. This combination of results suggests that social interaction 

does have some impact. Users sending a large number of unreciprocated messages are 

probably sending them to people who have left the service, and due to the lack of 

response such users are themselves reducing their participation. Conversely, users who 

send messages to a large number of recipients are more likely to receive a response in 

the subsequent time period, which could itself cause increased participation. While 

this is not the same mechanism proposed in earlier theoretical and empirical literature, 

it does point to social interaction as an important predictor for participation in Wallop, 

a result that is not surprising given the inherently social nature of the Wallop service.  

The most surprising results from the first two models are the impact of mutual 

ties, which are correlated with decreased activity regardless of the relative activity 

level of the other user involved in the connection. Mutual connections to more active 

users should be predictive of a subsequent increase in participation, while mutual ties 

to less active users should be predictive of a subsequent decrease in participation. Yet 

there is a strong and consistent negative relationship between mutual ties to more 

active users and subsequent participation rates. Adding controls for tie strength does 

not help answer this riddle, as the impact of mutual tie strength with more active users 

is not significant, and the effect of the number of such mutual ties is magnified. On the 

other hand, increasing the number of mutual connections with less active users is 

predictive of a decrease in participation, but when tie strength is included in the model 

the number of mutual connections loses significance. 

One possible explanation for the results of mutual ties is reciprocation. Most 

ties in the Wallop comment network are reciprocated, suggesting the possibility of a 

norm of reciprocity. If such a norm exists, a user receiving messages during a given 
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time period may log in to Wallop more frequently than usual in order to adhere to the 

norm of reciprocity. The subsequent return to more normal levels of activity might 

account for some of the negative impact of this measure.  

By contrast, models 3-5 suggest a general correlation between interaction with 

closed triads and increased participation in Wallop. In particular, the impact of triadic 

closure amongst mutual ties is consistently positive, although only the effect of triadic 

closure amongst less active neighbors is robust and significant. This positive signal 

suggests social groups are important for encouraging participation in Wallop. As with 

Wikipedia, the presence of a community of active participants may provide some 

affirmation for a user that time spent on Wallop is time well spent. These signals are 

more consistent in Wallop than the effects observed in the Wikipedia analysis. This 

might be a result of the more socially oriented nature of the Wallop service, as the 

increased proportion of closed triads in Wallop than Wikipedia could result in more 

robust measures.  

Including controls for tie strength affects the importance of triadic closure, 

causing a small decrease in the importance of triadic closure where both connections 

are mutual ties to less active users. The overall effect of triadic closure remains 

positive, significant, and meaningful. Triadic closure, while capturing some of the 

same effects as tie strength, has an impact in its own right in the Wallop data, a result 

which provides additional support for the importance of social groups and local 

clustering as a predictor of participation.  

The impact of the control variables in this analysis is similar to the impact of 

the control variables in the Wikipedia analysis. Wallop users acting during the first 

three months of the observation window are more likely to increase contribution, 

probably due to novelty effects and the overall growth in the Wallop user base. 

However, by the end of the observation window Wallop itself was clearly a dying 
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system, and that is reflected in the strong negative coefficient associated with activity 

occurring in the final time period. 

Generally speaking, long-term users are more likely to decrease participation, 

although this effect might be driven by heavily active users exiting the system abruptly 

as the service declined towards the end of the observation window. Activity in the 

previous time period is also negatively correlated with subsequent change in 

participation, although this is at least partly an artifact of the way the metric is defined. 

Since activity is bounded by the number of days in the time period, the odds of 

increasing activity actually go down as the number of days active goes up. 

Summary of Findings 

These findings corroborate some of the results from the Wikipedia study. 

Social relationships are important as predictors of subsequent participation. While 

degree measures do not necessarily have the expected effect, measures of tie strength 

and local structure illustrate the importance of social connections for participation. 

Triadic closure among mutual connections is consistently predictive of increased 

participation, suggesting the importance of a social group. If a user is connected to a 

social group within the Wallop system, s/he will generally increase participation even 

if that group is itself less active than s/he is. 

The Wikipedia analysis shows that social ties are important given certain local 

network properties, and although the effects are not particularly strong it appears 

social groups are important for subsequent participation. In a task-oriented setting like 

Wikipedia, the effect of clustering in a local network may trump relative activity 

levels. The results of the Wallop study confirm the importance of the social group. 

Indeed, in a socially oriented system like Wallop the effects of triadic closure and 

local network structure are more consistent than in Wikipedia. Furthermore, in both 
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systems the effects of triadic closure remain important even as controls for tie strength 

are included in the models, suggesting that triadic closure is not a simple proxy for tie 

strength but rather captures an important feature of a user’s social network. Further 

analysis of a variety of task-oriented and socially oriented groups would be instructive, 

especially if the relative costs of contribution could be varied in a controlled fashion. 
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CHAPTER 5: 

CONCLUSION 

Summary 

The study presented here examines four basic questions. Do social 

relationships predict continued participation in a low-cost voluntary association? How 

is triadic closure related to an individual’s decision to participate? If there is a triadic 

closure effect, is it simply encoding dyadic tie strength or is it an important predictor 

in its own right? Do these effects depend on whether an individual is participating in a 

task-oriented or socially oriented setting? 

The answers are presented in an analysis of two distinct data sets. The first, 

Wikipedia, is a task-oriented community-created encyclopedia. Although individuals 

socialize with one another within the Wikipedia system, the primary goal of the group 

is to produce a useful encyclopedia. The second, Wallop, is a socially oriented 

blogging and social networking service. In Wallop, the group is the goal. Individuals 

participate in order to socialize with other users and share photos, comments, thoughts, 

and ideas with one another. 

The analysis of each system was conducted by deriving the underlying social 

network structure from directed communication taking place within each system. This 

network was used to generate metrics for dyadic relationships, tie strength, and triadic 

closure. These variables were then used as key predictors in a longitudinal model, and 

their relative predictive power was extracted from the results. 

The remainder of this chapter presents a discussion of the findings from this 

analysis. It then describes the key limitations of the research in a bit more detail, and 

presents suggestions for future research to address these limitations. It concludes with 

a brief summary of the research. 
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Discussion of Results 

Overall, there is mixed support for the notion of dyadic social ties as predictors 

of continued participation. However, triadic closure is generally predictive of 

increasing participation, even in cases where the connected neighbors are less active 

than the focal user. This suggests a possible social affirmation effect, where 

individuals are encouraged to participate by connections embedded in a social group, 

regardless of the level of activity of the group members. These effects are not 

eliminated by the inclusion of tie strength measures, suggesting that triadic closure is 

encoding some effect independent from tie strength. Finally, the primary difference 

between Wallop and Wikipedia appears to be the effect of tie strength. In Wikipedia, 

increased tie strength is consistently predictive of decreased participation, suggesting 

the possibility that increased social activity distracts participants from making 

contributions within a task-oriented system. 

Impact of Social Ties 

The overall results suggest mixed support for the theoretical expectations 

around dyadic ties as predictors of continued participation. As expected, mutual 

connections to less active users are negatively associated with participation. However, 

in both the Wikipedia and Wallop data this effect is weak and not robustly significant, 

and the effects for mutual connections to more active neighbors do not match 

expectations.  

In Wikipedia, mutual connections with more active users have the predicted 

positive relationship with subsequent participation. However, increased tie strength is 

predictive of a subsequent decrease in participation. One possible reason for this effect 

is that the stronger social relationships are distracting the user from contributing to the 
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encyclopedia. It is also possible that stronger ties indicate an antagonistic social 

relationship, which could encourage a user to stop contributing altogether.  

The converse is true in Wallop. Counter to expectations, as the number of 

mutual connections with more active users increases, an individual’s subsequent 

activity decreases. This effect may be related to a norm of reciprocation. In Wallop, 

messages are normally reciprocated, and therefore mutual ties to more active users 

may indicate simple reciprocation on the part of a user who rarely contributes content. 

For such users the act of sending the message will increase their current activity rate, 

which could lead to a subsequent decrease as their activity returns to normal. 

One-way connections do not necessarily show the expected results, but they 

are also likely to be unreliable indicators as they may be encoding some other factor 

affecting individual participation. For example, unreciprocated incoming ties may 

indicate that the target user has already decided to stop using the service. This 

explanation is supported by the consistent negative signal associated with incoming 

ties in both Wallop and Wikipedia. On the other hand, unreciprocated outward ties 

might indicate a heavily active and invested user, or they might indicate a set of ties 

awaiting an incoming message in the subsequent time period. In the former case, a 

negative relationship with subsequent interaction may simply be a result of the user 

being too active to reasonably increase activity. In the latter case, a positive impact on 

individual activity may be a result of the user responding to the reciprocated message. 

Although the findings are a bit mixed, there is some support for the notion that 

dyadic connections to active participants are predictive of subsequent increases in 

participation. In a socially oriented setting, increasing dyadic tie strength to active 

participants predicts a small increase in activity, although increasing the raw number 

of ties has the opposite effect. In a task-oriented setting increasing tie strength is 

negatively associated with subsequent participation. This may be the result of social 
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activity cannibalizing the time an individual would have spent contributing to the task, 

a problem that does not exist in a setting where the primary goal of the group is to 

engage in social activity. 

Importance of Local Structure 

In general, increased levels of triadic closure predict a subsequent increase in 

participation rate. Contrary to expectations, this is true whether the triads are made up 

of more active or less active alters. This suggests that triadic closure indicates some 

form of social reinforcement. An individual with relationships embedded within some 

social group might well be relying on that group to affirm her participation as 

worthwhile or valuable in some way. Even though the users she is connected to are 

less active, she may well feel that her time is well spent as long as she is connected to 

a cohesive social group engaged in the same activity.  

Including controls for tie strength within the triads diminished the triadic 

closure effect somewhat, although it did not come close to eradicating it. Therefore, tie 

strength and triadic closure are not encoding the same effect, although there may be 

some degree of overlap between the two metrics. The triadic tie strength measures 

themselves have no significant effect in the Wallop data, but do have some negative 

effect in the Wikipedia data. This once again suggests the possibility that social 

interaction distracts participants from contributing to the task, as users who get more 

deeply embedded in the social aspects of Wikipedia decrease their contributions to the 

encyclopedia section of the site. 

Task Oriented and Socially Oriented Systems 

Overall, the results for Wallop and Wikipedia are fairly similar. In both cases, 

connections to a cohesive social group are important regardless of relative rates of 
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activity. This suggests that both task oriented and socially oriented settings can benefit 

from a certain degree of social reinforcement, and that establishing a well connected 

social group within a voluntary association can be beneficial.  

The key differences between Wallop and Wikipedia are related to the relative 

importance of tie strength. In Wallop tie strength is generally either unimportant or has 

the expected effects. In Wikipedia strong ties and strong triads are negatively 

associated with subsequent contribution. This suggests that being part of the social 

fabric of a task-oriented group is beneficial for contribution, perhaps due to some 

affirmation of the value of contributing. However, when an individual spends too 

much time socializing it may become a distraction and actually reduce contribution to 

the task, a problem that clearly does not exist in groups where social interaction is the 

primary goal. 

Limitations and Future Work 

There are five key limitations to this study. Some of these limitations cannot be 

addressed without additional data, but others could potentially be addressed with a 

follow-up study using the same data sets. Such follow-up studies are beyond the scope 

of the research presented here, but based on the results of this study they are likely 

worthwhile extensions to pursue. 

The first key limitation of this work is the lack of demographic data. 

Demographic factors, such as age, gender, and socio-economic status might influence 

individual participation in Wikipedia or Wallop in much the same way they influence 

user participation in other online services (see e.g., Fallows (2005)). Although the 

fixed-effects model mitigates a lot of the first-order concern regarding demographic 

differences between individuals, there is still some potential for a life-changing event 

to alter an individual’s participation rate. Furthermore, there are second-order 
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considerations as well. It is entirely possible that some edges are more important for a 

given individual than others. For example, if there is a high degree of homophily 

between the focal actor and one of the other users she communicates with, then that 

edge may be more relevant to the individual and therefore more predictive of future 

participation than the other edges. Indeed, triadic closure may be encapsulating the 

demographic similarity between two connections more than the raw strength of those 

ties as measured by volume of messages. 

This issue of homophily across an edge is an example of the second important 

limitation of this research. Although the tie strength metric used in this analysis is 

reasonable, there are other possible metrics that might also be conflated with triadic 

closure. One suggestion for future study is to find a data set with more detailed 

demographic data and replicate this study with demographic controls included. In 

addition to including demographic controls, testing other measures of tie strength – 

both those based on demographic attributes and other network attributes – to 

determine whether or not the effects of triadic closure remain robust to other tie 

strength metrics. 

Another weakness of this research is the lack of rigorous content analysis. 

Although the high level statistical analysis presented here is illuminating, it does miss 

certain important details. For example, ties may have valence, but without content 

analysis there is no way to determine what the users are saying in their interactions 

with one another. If a tie is strong and negative it could have the opposite effect of a 

strong positive tie. Furthermore, the distinction between the task section of Wikipedia 

and the social section of Wikipedia may not be as clear as it seems. A certain amount 

of task-related discussion takes place in the user talk sections of Wikipedia, and it is 

entirely possible that a certain amount of social interaction takes place in the article 
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talk sections. Extending this study to include a content analysis component could 

resolve both of these concerns, or at least allow for a more tightly controlled analysis. 

Perhaps the most problematic issue from the perspective of comparing socially 

oriented and task oriented systems is the fact that this study conflates social interaction 

with participation in the Wallop data, but does not do the same thing in the Wikipedia 

data. The reason for this inconsistency is the clear separation between the task and 

social components in the Wikipedia interface, and the inherent overlap between social 

activity and participation in Wallop. While there may well be some overlap between 

the two areas, the sharp distinction in Wikipedia combined with the fact that 

contributions generally dwarf social interactions make separation a logical choice. 

Unfortunately, Wallop includes no such separation – social interaction and 

participation are inextricably linked, in part because a reasonably large percentage of 

content contribution events were in fact part of the social interaction component of the 

service. The primary finding – that triadic closure is important regardless of relative 

activity levels – should not be meaningfully impacted by this inconsistency, but it may 

cloud the interpretation of how task and socially oriented systems compare with one 

another. An additional study using a socially oriented system that allows for a clear 

separation between the social interaction activities and more general participation 

would be ideal, as it would allow for a more direct, more systematic comparison of the 

effects studied here. 

Finally, it is not clear that the results obtained here generalize well to offline 

settings. Although the triadic closure findings are consistent with existing research on 

LiveJournal, it is possible that this is an artifact of the online medium. The fact that 

other researchers have found similar effects in telephone communications data (Eagle 

et al., 2010) makes this less likely, but additional study in offline settings is warranted. 
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This analysis could also explore a range of environments, with varying costs to 

contribution and varying degrees of task orientation.  

Conclusion 

This research focuses on questions surrounding the relationship between social 

ties and participation in a voluntary association. Early findings in the social movement 

literature (McAdam, 1986; Snow et al., 1980) find strong dyadic relationships to be 

important predictors of participation. Later results highlight the importance of triadic 

closure (Backstrom et al., 2006), a finding that might also explain the results obtained 

in earlier studies where triadic closure was the basic measure of tie strength 

(McAdam, 1986).  

The study presented here first attempts to answer the open question of whether 

or not the triadic closure effects observed by Backstrom et al. (2006)are a result of 

triadic closure encoding tie strength. The data reinforces earlier findings regarding the 

importance of triadic closure as a predictor of subsequent participation. Furthermore, 

triadic closure and tie strength appear to be encoding different effects, as the effects of 

triadic closure remain important when controls for tie strength are included in the 

model. Additional research should address the robustness of the results and attempt to 

resolve some of the limitations presented here. 
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